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OUTGOINGANDOO"MERO/ALLEASES

It is generally understood, so far as commercial and industrial property is concerned that landlords
have no obligation to do any re airs

must. While

unless the lease ex

landlords are usually willing to do repairs, they are riot so willing to take on any obligation that

requires them to do so. The reasoning seems to be that they will lose control on decidin how and
when repairs will be done.

In most cases a tenant is required to repair premises but the question here is whether or riot the

landlord is required to do those repairs which the tenant is not obli ed to do. In other words, is the
landlord required to do structural repairs or those which become necessa because offair wear and
tear?'
^

There have been a number of court decisions where it has been held that, although the lease itself

imposed no obligation on the landlord, there is an implied obligation that the landlord do certain
repairs. Whilst thew decisions have been made by the English courts, there is no reason why the
courts would not apply them in Australia when faced with similarfacts.
Some of the more common areas of disagreements between landlords and tenants are set out below.
AIR CONDITIONING

Landlords are reluctant to take on any obligation with respect to air conditioning. If a landlord does

riotacceptanyS^!^.^._!9^..!9^.!!!.' ' ',, ,I ,,'I thete t, b'
way of outgoings to r^IPL!z!!!^^. the landlord forthe co t of ru n

a

maintainih the airco

If the tenant's obligation to pay what he/she is to pay for are spelt out in the document with some
particularitythere ina be an jin lied
If the landlord fails to live up to any SUG

lied obji ation he might be made liable to the tenant for

any consequentialloss the tenant Suffers. For example, . ^ tenant holds premises in a shopping centre

', O

,11.

and on a day when the temperature is about 35 degrees Celsius the air conditioning fails. Customers
turn away and gb 6ther centres where it is cool. What about the high rise buildings where the only
ventilation is through the air conditioning system. If the air conditioning fails and as a'result,

sent hornethetenant ina have an antio ama es ain the landlord for 10 t

tim^.
S'.^:,-4-^., CG
I^^^. 0^'?,
07.5'.^,,-4-^-,
CG
EXTERIORS AND FACADES

~

I";^;^

Where parts of the building. such as the roof and exterior, are in the occupation and control of the

landlord, the land. --10 111^s a duty to ensure such parts are kept in good condition so as riot to cause
loss or damage to hi ten

The landlord should carry out regular inspections to ensure those parts which remain in his

occupation are well maintained. If a tenant does something to, part of the building which is within the

landlord's control and that causes damage to t^nothertenant:t e dlord cannot ex ecito escape

Iiabilittothat a "$,, r;c, ----/,!a^,'/j?:,,'M'
e e have been a number of instances in recenttimes where the facades of high rise buildings have

leaked, causing water damagetot^^p^isesand^I^ings. enorfault

s essituated above atenancyceiling and belowtheroofcan also cause considerable
wa rdama e

,

,

,
.
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Sprinkler valves situated above the ceiling and the facade of a multi-tenanted building are usually
items within the landlords occu ation and control. The landlord may therefore find himself liable to his
tenants if he fails to to e reasonable care to ensure these cannot be the cause o OSs or amage o
his tenants.

Sometimes an implied obligation will arise merely because of the particular circumstances and the
wording used in the lease. In one case the lease re uired the tenant to re air the inside of the
building while it jin OSed no obligation at allin relation to repairing the outside.

However, the condition of the exterior^;;.-so bad that it caus^gj. .g. am age to the inside. The court held

that there was an implied obligation on the landlord to repair the exterior of the building. This was

necessary to make the lease workable because the tenant's obligation could not be performed unless
the outside was ke t in re

LIFTS AND STAIRWAYS
Where blocks of flats are leased to individual tenants and the lifts and SIaiiways remain in the

landlord's occupation and controlthe landlord has an obligation to keep the stairs properly_lit and to

^^^;::^:::';^^^!^^':;;^g^:"';^::/^.;.,^"^::^., 0@-,/^!^,-, g
Whilstno courthasbeen asked to decide asimilarquestion in relation to a commercial letting, the ~
is no reason why the same prtncil should riot a I. The maintenance of the staircases and lifts in

a multi-storey building is necessary in order to enable tenants to enjoy what has been granted to them

by the terms of theirlease. Similarly, access through 99,101g^!^._vital to the enjoyment of retail
premises within a sho

cent e.

There is a clear warning in all this for landlords, irrespective of the fact that no express obligation is

imposed by the term of the lease, failure to comply with implied obligations may expose them to a
claim for damages. 15rgnLtb^nant's oint of view, the ideal scenario is to ensure that all obligations
t re ir are dealt ith. To achieve this it is necessa to define the exact extent o w

a

Is eing

!^^
In cases where the lease covers the whole of a building, the repair obligation usI!..ally requires the

tenantto simply repairthe "^!^, I^^^". Whilstit is clearthat allparts of the bq^^.e
' ed in that ob ' atio a question might arise, as an example, asto whether thet^^tI^i'61e
n a fence. Careful consideration should be given

or structural works or who is res onsible

to each individua property to ensure all possible repair obligations are considered and dealt with.

Where the premises are only part of a larger building you need to clearly define the extent of the

<^.

^^,,

premises on botha hg:!^g^^vel. Forexample, on ahorizontallevelthe premises

mightexlendonl to the inner surfaceofad' ' ' Ifthisisthecase, then the question will
ans ether the"pL^. rill^. es"includes anydecorativefinishonthewallssuchas ' t
wall

aper, or other treatment

On the vertical levelthe premises may extend to the lower surface of the ceiling, the lower surface of
e oof Ifthey extend to the lower surface'of the roofthe tenant
should be aware that there will be a conglomeration of pipes and wiring running between that surface

the roof orthe outside surface

area the ceiling and the tenant will most likely be responsible for repairing these. Ifth^^ premises
extends to the outer surface of the roofthen clearly the tenant will be responsible for repairlng
damage to the roof.

^^^

^-.

4^-.

I. I\
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REASONABLEWEARANDTEAR

Is a tenant who is liable for repairs obliged to do SI, ^glura. Li, !BEk? The extent of the tenants obligation
n. Any tenant
is very much dependant on the particularwording used to des ' e
concerned about the obligations he/she is undertaking should seek in e

endentle al

In most cases leases say that the tenantis not required to do repairs to the premises which are due to

'^!:.:A!^^,.r. ^Irearan .. ^^,,, h^'~"'
^

The exception covers only the repair of things which wear outin the course of reasonable use or

Vl

,>(^ I

which are darna ed b natural forces and does riot cover other damage which flows from the wear

and tear. For example, a tile may fall off a roof dunn a storm a'iid water ets in. The tenant is not

required to do anything aboutthe Ig!. g^e. However. the tenantis not entitled to do

nothing so that more and more water gets in and the roofand v;^, He must take reasonable

stepsto preventfurtherdamage and should notij!!the landlordin. !,^!gn. Norshould

a tenant assume that merely because he/she is jibt required to do repairs arising put pf fair wear and

tearthe landlord is g. !!!!g^g. !9.99. ^.0. No such ob^galion is. jinj)OSed u^on landlords unless it is either
^.^!^g^!t outin the lease or can be implied from circumstances similarto those discussed
above.

New and old buildings sometimes raise specific problems. In the case of an old building a tenant
must be careful that he is not accepting an obligation which will require him to putthe building into

repairifitisinadama e fj ebe ' of the lease. Notonlymiglitsubstantialworkbe
involved butthe tenant will incur further liability if it is riot carried out in a workmanlike manner and
.

as a result, darna e or iruu

occurs

NEW BUILDINGS
case of a new buildin there ina be a roblem with latent defects. An obligation on the tenant

to keep the premises in a thorot!gh state of repairwith no exclusion f^om structural works may

involve the tenant in having to do substantial structural works, should these become necessary

whether or riotthey arise out of^nL. ^isg!^.. Ifthe tenantis exempted frgm structural works then it

is a good idea to ensure that the landlord ^!!^^^_.in. It would be ^mall comfort to the tenant

of a new building affected by latent defects who is ^g^!!^!o do structural workto I^e faced with a
1:1ndlord who refuses to do so. A lease should d6fihe structural work because it can mean many
^,
In doing structural repairs a landlord may wish to specify that he is riot required to putthe premises

backinto exactly the^am^pJid^p^vibusly. He may eithern9t be able to acquire

I^^ 'tbl. H tthebl't't

do structural works into an opportunity forLIPd. ating or making minor changes to the building. If he
desires this option there'is no reason why he should riot be perlnttted to do

terms of he

^.

OUTGOINGS

The tenant should also look carefully at his/her liability to pay outgoings. For example, an obligation

to pay for air conditioning costs could, by implication ,include contributions to ca ital expenditure to
amen r I .Underanumberof commercialleasecodestenantscanno e

made to pay for capital items, but how often do they checkwhatthey are actually paying for?

3

.
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,-. Gj^,^--^ ^,^,}--

^

Ifthere is no statutory safeguard the tenant should make sure that the commercial lease agreement

expressly excludes capital items from cost recovery. How can the tenant be sure he/she is not paying

forthem? Ifthey have doubts they should ask the landlord to provide proof of the individual items

making up the total amount charged. Alternatively. the tenant can insist that the lease requires the
landlord to provide audited statements or give the tenantthe ri ht to call for evidence as o
^

,.^~,.

Did you know that it is not uncommon for landlords to acquire new r conditioning and other p an a

reduced prices by fore oing an warranties or Guarantees? The reason is, that where tenan s are
liable to payforall ^^^g realneedforsuch warranties or. uaran ees. rom

,, in, to time old Plant'' ^^^'^^6r6^' ' e ared to payforifhe was actually aware of
what is included in the account for outgoings. So, tenants beware!

I^.^.,^-^ - 1/1^""

*,,^^^~
^.

I^*; """""

,,,, 4^^ ,
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LEASINGINTHE1.990slNTHEMELBOURNEMARKET

By Andrew Erikson

Among other things, this paper discusses rent review 4414ses and the treat^lent ofteno^t

7710uts and improvements, makeErr
good clauses and
their impact on rent reviews on _;!^n
s.
To balance this concern the cgggggLg!. a
rent review dunn the terni was born and
landlords began Inserting rent review

Iis beyond doubt that many of the
problems which arise in a valuation

clauses into their leases allowin for the
adjustment of future rents a able under

context in the interpretation of Is, ae

31

the
lease
^

documentation arecaused by^E, ^I^.'

+

draftsman either not understanding what it
is the words are trying to achieve or not
understanding the processes which take

$,

Qin, ,

Rent may be reviewed and adjusted in a
number of ways: it may be linked to an

transaction.

index such as the consumer rice index. it

Many of the cases that reach the courts

may be increased by a fixed To onion or

in the rent review area do so because in
monetary neons the issues are of real

there are generally two, sometimes more,

rental value of the properly leased at the

.

r

ways in which the wordsin question can be
interpreted

Clearly, as the courts have shown, they are
not.

This paper specifically addresses some

aspects of lease documentation which at

wg:^^g and expensive ,^g^e which

times cause confusion, not only to valuers

be somewhat different from what he

words used, but also to lawyers who must

thought he had negotiated.
So, why does this happen?'It happens

draft and advise on the lease

may lead to his leasing deal being found to

because the valuer and the law er do
e
work to ether in the areas of
documentation where their e ertise

overlaps. The lawyer, the valuer and the
^113;;=are all partially responsible for this
situation.

The lawyer is to blame for drafting in a
vacuum. Hershe should not atI

raft

unde din

w a valuer will'

charged with interpreting and applying the
Most of these aspects relate in one way
or another to the rent review clause but

et

^-

andpracticall a I thatc

When rentis to be reviewed to the current

,^!g^

RENTREVIEWCLAUSESANDTHE

particularly under commercial leases, to

at should be excluded in assessin

It is common practice for tenants,

TREATMENTOFTENANT
F1

S ANDl

fixed rents, when rent review clauses were

merely a figment of a lawyer's jinaginand tenants had security oftenure. Then the
ing attention as landlords saw theirincome

totally separate and distinct disciplines.

,,,,,,, ^^2.8cr, ^, I.
and

review and other relevant provisions of the
lease, or alleast reviewing these.

that the legal and valuation disciplines are

deals with just a few of these.

valuers.

e valuer is to blame for not Insisting

Each of these people is wrong to believe

An analysis. of a market rent reviewJ *
clause throws up many issues. This paper

documentation are also relevant to

on working with the I^:^;;^ on the rent

together.

and tenants, and it is the one which causes
themOStprobleiris. :

marketrentalvalue of the property, there is
often dispute as to whatshou d

anon, landlords had certainty of income

Lastly, the clj, ^L is to blame for not
bringing both the lawyer and the valuer

the market adjustment method of review
which is the most popular with landlords

this is not entirely so. Other parts of lease

In the halcyon days of long-ternileases and

a rent review clause, for exam re wit

,S:^'^: f hese methods are not
important in the context of this paper. It is

found to be deficient, However, from the

client's perspective it is a I;^^'

; orit may be
ad'usted so as to reflect the current market
amount each rent review

~

.~, r

importance and in interpretation terms

and negotiate the lease as well as litigate 11 marvellous as long as the drafting is not

tenants greater continuit of tenure b
allowin terms to be extende

place on the valuation side of a leasing

This is marvellousforl^;^^.ft

This, to an extent, protected landlords

against the effects of inflation; it^!^9^:!9.

phenomenon of inflation received increaseroded in realterms. As a result, landlords

began insisting on shorter tenn leases, in
order to adjust their rental income to take
account of inflation. This meant that

tenants, previously used to continuity of
tenure, suffered by way of shorter terms

THE VALUER & LAND

ECONOMIST
C

Tovide their own fitout of the leased

R^811^..es. In many cases, these fitouts will

clearly add value to the lease
Therefore, if rent is to be adjusted

according to the current open marketrentol
value of the property, future rent a able
by the tenant may be hi her as a result of
that fitout.

^

This effectiveIy momst^at the tenantwill
be paying twice for the mout; ie, the initial
cost of the fitout plus higher filmre rents.
Therefore, should the current market
rental value of the property be adjusted to
reflectthe factthat value was added to the

property through the tenant's own fitout?
MAY 1995

,

.

landlord's benefit, subject to the rules
relating to tenant's fixtures.
This view was endorsed by the House of
Lords in the decision in Ponyord v. HMS
Aerosols Lintied [1979] AC 63. The facts
of this case were similar to those in Cad;

Andrew Baum, a lecturer in valuation at
the University of Reading, once said:
jin rovemenis carried out by the tenant

^:!"' 18^:^ This is a

and the court found that improvements

made to the premises were to be included in

automatically enacted: it depends upon the
wording of therent:g^^.

a rent review because the tenants were

paying rent for the leased premises, which
included animprovements.

The answer to this question clearly I'

Both courts in Cuff and Ponsford

I'" itel;It may:x resslyincludeorexclude

suggested that a "reasonable rent" refers to

that rent which is reasonable for the

premises; notwhatwould be reasonable for

beyond a doubt at the time of entering into

the tenant to pay.

However, if it can be said that the
additions to the premises are merely

of the property in the future.

chattels, then they must not be included in
the assessment of current market rental
value.

that rent is 10 be adjusted according to the
.

current market rental v

Whether or not tenant fitouts or other

improvements will be included in the

current market rental value will depend
.

..

then on the ordin

C

and

in^^^^'ntreviewclause

The characterisajion of a physical object
as a fixture or a chairel, in principle,
depends upon two factors:

- the degree of annexation; and
- the purpose of annexation.

An objectis prima facie a fixture if it has
some substantial connection with the land.

provides that the rent is to be assessed in

The same presumption exists even If the

agreement remains silent as to the

v. Buttedie!d t18201 2 BROD & B 54).
The presumption will be rebutted if the

accordance withhe current market rental
value of the leased premises, but the lease

ownership and how the fitout or other

improvements will be treated in future rent

reviews, then the ordinary and plain

meaning of that rentreview clause will lead

I;;i!i^jin;^,;
Is rind

It is necessary, in any case, to determine
whether tenant improvements are classed
as chanels or fixtures

At common law, It is clear that any

fixtures become part of the land: Koy's
Leasing Corporation v. CSR Providen!
FundNo, ninees 119621 VR 429.

As a consequence, if tenant fitouts or

evidence that the penmanent fixing was
intended exists if an object has been

securely fixed and, in particular, it has been

so fixed that it cannot be detached without
substantial injury to the object itself or to
that to which it is attached.

It may be argued that the tenant has a
right to remove the fitout or improvements

and, therefore, they will not form part of
the leased premises.

Although sub-section 28(2) of the
Victorian Landlord & Tenant Act 1958

provides that all fixtures remain the
property of the tenant and remain
removable by him during the lease, at

common law chattels which are prima facie
fixtures become and remain part of the land
untilthey are severed.
A normal fitout will contain a

combination of fixtures and chattels. For

example, the reception desk may well

constitute a chanel, while the partitions

usually will be categorised as fixtures.
Valuers trying to assess the current market
rental value should hope the lease gives

clear guidance on what con and cannot be
included in that assessment.

object could be easily removed (Bulkln, Id

Implied term

purpose of annexation was not to effect the
penmanent improvement of the land but

made by the tenant are to be disregarded

merely to enable the owner of the chattelto
enjoy it as achattel. In these circumstances,
the object never ceases to be a chattel and
never becomes part of the land.
The law in relation to fixtures was

A tenant may argue that a term is 10 be
implied in the lease that any improvements
when determining the current market rental.
However, at common law there are several

requirements which must be fulfilled before
a tenn will be implied in a contract.

These requirements essentially require
the insertion of an implied terni where it is

summarised succinctly by the Victorian

necessary to make the contract effective in

Supreme Court in the Koy's Leasing
Corporation case in which the following

commercially effective in the absence of a

a business sense. Most leases will remain

. A fixture is an object that was once a

clause that provides for improvements to
be disregarded irkthe rent review process.

chaneland which has become, in law, part of
the land, through having been fixed to land.

view, will not readily be implied.

principles were outlined.

As a consequence, such a clause, in my'~

. The question whether a chanel has

become a fixture depends upon whether it mindlord'simprooements

has been fixed to land and, itso, for what Subject to the standard covenan o q '

enjoyment, which requires a landlord to

purpose.

other improvements are deemed to be

. If a chanelis actually fixed to land to give the tenant quiet enjoymen

fixtures, they become part of the leased
premises so they may be taken into account

weight, then primafacie it is a fixture, and make improvements to I e premise

in the rent review process.

In Cuff v. I & F SIone Property

anyextentbyanymeansotherthanitsown premises, whether ornott e an y
the burden of proof is upon anyone who depend upon the termso I e ease.

In many cases, the landlord will have a

asserts that it is riot.

Company Li, ,lired 119781 3 WLR 256, a

. If the objectis not otherwise affixed but

decision of the English Court of Chancery,
the review clause provided that the rent
should be assessed as "a reasonable rent for

prima facie it is not a fixture, and the

the demised premises for the said period .
The issue was whether, when reviewing
the rent, substantial alterations effected by
the tenant which increased the area of the

building should be taken into account. In
holding that the improvements could be
taken into account, the court referred to the

principle that improvements which become

part of the premises then become so forthe

, . ,

. Strong, but not necessarily conclusive,

THE VALUER

right to make repairs and may also reserve

is kept in position by its own weight, then the right to make improvemen s.
burden of proof is on anyone who asserts
that it is.

. The test of whether a chanel which has

IPso facto, in the absence of clear words
10 the contrary in the lease, any landlord's
improvements will be taken into account
when determining the current marketrental

been, to some extent, fixed to land is a valueoftheproperty.
fixture is whether it has been fixed with the
intention that it shall remain in a position

permanently or for an indefinite or

substantial period or whether it has been
fixed with the intent that it shall remain in
position only for some temporary purpose.

MAKEGOODCLAUSESAND
THEIRIMPACTUPONARENT
REVIEW

For obvious reasons, landlords wish to

maintain control over any alterations made

& LAND ECONOMIST
c;
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I!^

. . .

hat factors they should or should riotta re

^ ^

..

\

their premises. As a result, most leases

vide that the tenant may not make any

Iterations withoutthe prior consent of the
e

landlord.

In addition, it is common practice for

leases to include further conditions with
hich the tenant must comply, even i

risent has been given by the landlord.
One such further condition may be

f rid in what is called a "make good"

' to account. The situation becomes

onsiderably more difficult where the lease

in relation to the leased property

Seqfood Restowr@mrs Pry Ltd 119841 NSW

Alternatively, Tent may be described as a
" Toss rent' where the tenant pays a hig er
absolute rent, but which rent includes a

In the New South Wales decision o
MOS, ,,@in M, ,,, icip@! COM, ICi! v. Mischo's
ConvR 55, the courtsuggested that where a
tenant's obligation under a lease is to
continuing direct relevance to the land, as

Asits name suggests, amakegoodclause
ondinon in which the premises were in

nor to commencement of the lease theTVise the tenant may have to coinnsate the landlord for a failure to do so.

assessing the market value of a property.
The court also suggested that even
where the oblioation is of a personal nature,
if it indirectly affects the land in question,
then it is not totally irrelevant when

considering the market value of the land.

I will riot go into all the reasons for this,

suffice to say that in most cases the

landlord wishes to receive back or
lettin what was originally demised, less
fair wear and tear. A tenant s fitout may be

above those payable in a base year, the base
ear's outgoings being built into the rent.
In both cases, in theory, the tenant pays

the outgoings applicable to the leased
property, but as gross rent leases genera y
fail to allow for adjustments in outgoings
over the rental period, net rent leases have
become increasingly popular.

,"
"..

~
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impose an
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onerous burden upon tenants, they have a

,,::\!j"fiat -*ize ^;:1-14' f O* t!:~:,

o1entially significant impact upon rent

views, particularly in relation to the fina

review period.

The uestion which arises is whether or

or a valuer should take into account the
islence of a make good clause when
determining the current market renta
value, because:

- the tenant will need to expend money at

ome time before the end of the lease
term to restore the premises to its
orioinal condition; and

- the rental value of the property will be
different, in realterms, at the end of the
lease. Where the tenant s alterations

'in rove the value of the property, the
ental value of the property will then fall
when the Rremises are restored to its
oninal condition. Conversely, where
tenant alterations have reduced the
To erty's value, Once the premises have
been restored to its original, condition,
the rental value of the property will have
increased.

Therefore, when assessing the current

arketrentalvalue of a property at the date
final rent review, valuers must

consider:

should compensate the

tenant for the fact that the tenant must

make o0d the premises before the lease
expires; and

- whether they should adjust the Tenta

value taking into accountthe factthatthe
real value of the premises will either
increase or decrease at the date o
termination of the lease because of the
tenant's restoration of the premises.

These issues may be disposed o
editiously and efficiently where I e
I ase clearly and uriambiguously sets out
he assumptions valuers must make, an
THE

ear. In this case, the tenant pays increases,

or a proportion of increases, of outgoings

then it should be taken into account when

reinises to its original condition, ie, the

- whether they

component for all outgoings for a base

o posed to a purely personal obligation,

uires a tenant to restore the lease

of a

eriodically) plus, separately, all outgoings

fails to deal with this issue.

clause.

suitable only for that tenant.
Since make good clauses

Rent may be described as a net rent"

where the tenant pays a base rent (which
excludes outgoings and is reviewe

VALUE R

,

.
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Using the court's reasoning in Mischa's
case, an outgoings clause requires I e
a merit of certain expenses by the tenant.

These expenses are said to run with the
land" as they will be incurred irrespective
of who is in possession of the land at any
articular time. As a result, outgoings

clauses impose an obligation of a
continuing direct relevance and, therefore,
should be taken into account when

assessing the current market rental value o

^.

the property.

A make good clause clearly imposes an

obligation on a tenant which is relevant 10
the land. What is not clear, however, is to
what extent such a clause should be taken
into account by a valuerwhen assessing the
current market value of a property.

The court in Mischo's case failed to
address this Issue

It would, in fact, be rare to find any court

making a pronouncement as to the extent to

There are two ways in which outgoings

clauses may be taken into account when
assessing the current market rental value.
First, the type of outgoings obligations

resting on the tenant as a result of the
out oings clause will need to be considered

when analysing evidence of coinparable
reinises in order to find an equivalent rent.
Secondly, the difference in recovery o

outgoings when comparing a gross rent

which such an obligation should be taken

lease with a net rent lease.

into account in any particular case.

increase in outgoings. over subsequent
nods is uncertain. Therefore, landlords. _-.'
tend to overestimate either the base rate
used, or the rate of rises in subsequent
nods. As the liability for outgoings is

As a result, in the absence of clearly
drafted rentreview and make good clauses,
it is the valuer's task to arrive at a resu I
which he/she considers reasonable in a
the circumstances.

Despite what people may think, judges

are not, nor do they profess to be, experts

in the field of property valuation;
consequently, they are unwilling an

Under gross rent leases, the potential

more certain under net rent leases, there is
no tendency for landlords to overestimate,
so that the real rent of the property may
be somewhat lower than under a gross

unlikely to alter a valuer's conclusion i

rent lease.

OUTGOINGSANDTHEIREFFECT

account.

that conclusion was, from an objective
point of view, reasonable.
ONRENTREVIEWCLAUSES
Not unlike make good clauses, outgoings

clauses also impose a considerable burden
upon tenants.

Most people involved in the property

industry are familiar with the traditional
outgoings clauses.

The two most common ways in whic

rent may be structured, so as to take
account of outgoings, are net rents an
gross rents.

& LAND

It is the arduous task of the valuer to
determine in each particular case the extent
to which these factors should be taken into
However, as with make good clauses, as

10n as the valuer arrives at a reasonable

result in the circumstances, in the eyes of
the court

that conclusion will not be

questioned.

Having looked briefly at some aspects of

leases which impact on the assessment of
current market rental value, Iturn to three

other aspects which impact less directly
but nonetheless do have an impact. The
first of these is "time", and in particular its

,
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application to rent

reviews and lease

renewals.

I. Where the lease expressly states that

words, to rebut the presumption that time Is

time is of the essence.

not of the essence.

A great deal of litigation and dispute could

3. Contra-indications in the inter-relation of
the rent review clause and other clauses of

inTIME BEING OFTHE ESSENCE"
ANDITSAPPLICATIONTO RENT
REVIEWSANDLEASERENEWALS
All rent review and lease renewal clauses
have two distinct aspects - one substantive
and one procedural.
The substantive aspect of a rent review

be avoided if clauses stipulated that time Is

of the lease.

Such aclause allows atenanttotemunate a

or lease renewal clause is the content or

Other words in the clause may impliedIy
abrogate the presumption.
In the 1978 English caseofDrebbo, IdLtd

lease on the date of rentreview, oron a date

substance of that clause. The procedural

aspect of such clauses is the procedural
requirements which give effect to that
clause.

Time impacts on a rent review clause
and a lease renewal in a procedural respect,

the issue being whether time is of the
essence. That is, is it fundamental or
intrinsic to the operation of that clause.
Rent 700iezt, clauses

Rent veview clauses generally contain

or is not of the essence. However, care

should be taken to ensure that time is made
of the essence in relation to the entire
clause, and not merely one part of it.
2. Contra-indications in the express words

v. Horsha"I DC, the relevant clause

provided for rent review arbitration "if the
landlord shall so require by notice in writing
given to the tenant within three months
thereafter bur not otherwise". The English
divisional court held that the words "but not

presumption.

An example of this exception is the
existence of a "break clause" in a lease.

after receiving a rent review notice. As
time is of the essence in respect of a break
clause, it necessarily follows that time will
be of the essence in the rent review clause

also: Legal & General Assurance (Pension
Management) v. Cheshire County Council
[1984] 269 EG40 (Court of Appeal).

otherwise" were used to make time of the

What are the consequences of time being of

essence.

the essence?

However, a different conclusion was

What are the consequences to a landlord or

three elements:

reached by the English Court of Appeal

- initiation of the rent review process, eg a

when concerned with an apparently similar

tenant who fails to comply with the time
requirements set out in a rent review

landlord may be required to notify the

clause in the 1983 case of Ib"che Ross &

clause?

tenant of its estimate of the market rent

Co v. Secretary of Slateforthe Emuironmenr

by a given date;

t1983/46 P & CR 187 (Court of Appeal).

:;:

- attempts by the parties to agree, eg a
tenant may be required to dispute that

, , .,**,,- ,.,*.

bind!ord

..

,

In the case of a landlord, a failure to meet

any of the time limits set by the clause

notice, if at all, within a specified time;

*f;,,, !-"..,*-,~^\$**
*f;,,.
., ...,^-,.*^\$*.:.._;*

where time is of the essence, may mean

and

;t^}it;s-.^::<:^@$^;^;in^!tit$hilthtz

that he has waived his or her right to initiate

- appointinent of an arbitrator or expert in
default of agreement between the parties.
Invariably, all rent review clauses will
include time limitations to be complied

with by either the landlord or the tenant
during the rent review process.
"Time is of the essence"
The consequences of a party failing to
comply with any or all of the time

,_.. . 4, ,, gty$;:a;.~"-. ~:,*.*.;*..,,, .,. , ..

I^$^;-;*ISI\titFijii^^:a?;ten@^;.^$;
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'74.
It:^.,,,?,^#^fliti?,^Is$^"<^";;tit
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to be of the essence in the clause.

a rentreview. The landlord then will not be
entitled to a rent review until the next
review date.

Where time is riot of the essence, it

seems that the landlord may invoke the rent
review clause at any time after the rent
review date.

However, Lord Salmon in United

Scienij/ic Hold^^gs said that even though
time is not of the essence, if "the lessors

limitations in a rent review clause will

depend on whether or nottime can be said

The relevant lease provided that if,
within two months of the landlord's

At common law, there is a general

notice, the revised rent had riot been

presumption that time is not of the essence

agreed to, the issue should "as soon as
practicable and in any event riot later than

had been guilty of unreasonable delay
which caused prejudice or hardship to the
lessees they would hare forfeited their right
to be paid the market rent' until the next
rent review date.

notice be referred" to a third party. The

Although this view has been upheld in
subsequent decisions, it has not received
unanimous approval - some judges have

The leading authotity on this point is the

court held that neither the words "as soon

suggested that where a contract envisages

1978 House of Lords decision in Untied

as practicable and in any event not later

late performance of certain requirements,

Scientific Holdings Ltd v. Burn!ey BC
[1978] AC 904, in which case Lord

than three months" nor the fact that the
rent was to be assessed at the time of
determination were sufficient to show that

delay can never be unreasonable.

time was of the essence.

lost through estoppel.

in relation to rent review clauses. This

presumption is equally accepted in
Australia and England.

Diplock said:
In the absence of any contra-indications in the
words of the lease, or in the
interrelation of the rent review clause itself
and other clauses, or in the surrounding

express

circumstances, the presumption is that the
timetable specified in a rent review clause for
completion of the various steps for deter
mining the rent payable in respect of

the period following the review date is

.
.

the lease (implied). Other clauses in the
lease may also impliedIy reject the

three months after the service of the said

In more recent times, courts have

suggested that the right to review could be

In the 1983 Australian High Court Case

The tenant would need to show that the

of Gol!in & Co Ltd v. Kgrenlee Nominees

landlord, through his acts, has represented

Ply Ltd [1983] 57 AUR 711, the lease
expressly required the landlord and the

to the tenant that the landlord did not

intend to ask for the payment of a

tenant to appoint a valuer to activate a rent

reviewed rent, and in reliance on that

review procedure within a stated period of

representation, the tenant had acted to its

time. The court held that in such case, the

detriment. Therefore, a landlord who
makes no attempt to invoke the rent
review procedure may be said to have

riot of the essence of the contract.

pertonnance of that obligation within the
specific time, could not, without more, have

It follows from Lord Diplock's

been of the essence of the contract. This

made a representation that he/she would

statement that the presumption that time is
not of the essence will be rebutted in three

view has also been adopted in England.
These cases highlight the need for clear

types of cases.

evidence to exist, in the absence of express

riot exercise his/her right to a rent review,
thereby losing his/her right to a rent
review for that period.
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limits. These situations do not, however,

In the case of a tenant, a failure to meet any
of the time limits set by the clause, where
time is of the essence, may mean that
hershe has waived hisfuer right to object to
the proposed rent increase, so that hershe
will be bound to pay the adjusted rent

constitute the exercise of an option to

proposed by the landlord.
Where time is notofthe essence, then by
analogy to the position in regard to the
landlord, a tenant also may issue a dispute

I. Agreement/counter-offer. The courts
have generally made it clear that the nori-

performance of a condition-precedent to
the exercise of the option, such as a
tenant's notice being served outside of the
relevanttime period, could not, as a matter
of law, be waived by the landlord. The right
is lost

Unreasonable delay and estoppel are
also relevant issues from the tenant's

tenant's notice was issued out of time, that

perspective

purported acceptance may constitute

It is imperative that clear and unam-

biguous drafting of rent review clauses is

matter offact, notlaw.

However, the distinct advantage of

renew.

However, where a landlord purportedIy
accepts an exercise of an option where the

notice out of time.

- the detennination of rent is essentially a

acceptance of a counteroffer, rather than a
waiver of the terms of the original option to

arbitration over expert determination is in
the abnity of an arbitrator to force the
production of evidence from the parties.
An expert's powers are purely
contractual. Experts are not bound by any

particular procedural rules except those
contained in the lease or imposed upon
them by the contract of appointment. As a
result, where the contract is silent on a

particular matter, the expert has no power
concerning that matter,
Essentially then, experts must use their
own skills, knowledge and experience for
rent determinations

there is no

requirement, other than under the lease,
for an expert to give the parties an
opportunity to be heard. This means that

undertaken to ensure that there is no doubt
as to whether or nottime is of the essence. If

renew requirements

no express words are used, there will always

estoppel, a landlord may be precluded from

be some ambiguity -a gamble which neither

relying on the fact that the tenant failed to
give notice within time.

experts cannot compel the production of

Therefore, where the landlord represents

contract of appointment specifically so
provides.
In contrast, an arbitrator requires

landlord nor tenant should take.
Lease renewals

The effect of time limitations imposed on
the exercise by a tenant of an option to
renew is quite different from those
Iintitations I have just discussed in relation
to rent review clauses.

This is because of the unique nature of
option clauses.

Option to renew clauses generally
provide that, subject to various conditions,
the landlord will mevocably offer and the
tenant may accept, a new lease upon

2. Estoppel. Based on general principles of

to the tenant, either by words or conduct,
that the tenant need not exercise the option

evidence unless the lease agreement or

on time, and the tenant relies on these

additional skills. An arbitrator must

representations to his or her delriment, then
the landlord may be estopped from denying
these representations.

understand and comply with the terms of

TowHATEXTENTCANVALUERS
ACTINGFORONEPARTYFORCE
PRODUCTIONOFFULLDETAILS
FROMEITHEROFTHEPARTIES

Act allows such exclusion). As a result, an

the Victorian Commercial Arbitr@lion Act

1984 (to the extent that its provisions have
not been excluded by the lease where the
arbitrator's

powers

are

not

only

contractual, but also statutory.

According to the Commercial

WHEREDISCLOSUREWOULD

Arbitration Act, an arbitrator not being

DISADVANTAGETHATPARTY?

bound by the rules of evidencemay require

the existing lease.
Lease renewal options generally are
invoked after the tenant has given the

It is now common commercial leasing

a person to:
- attend before him for examination;

landlord notice of his desire to extend the

the parties, the revised rent is to be

existing lease, within a specified time,

delemiined by an independent valuer.
If an independent valuer is called upon
to make a detennination, clearly the more

generally the same tenns and conditions as

practice for rent review clauses to provide
that in the absence of agreement between

- give evidence orally or in writing;
- appear as a witness before him;
- take an oath or make an affirmation or

two dates between which the tenant must

information the valuer has, the more

give notice. For example, the option to

complete and accurate the valuer's

renew clause may provide that the tenant

conclusion will be.

must issue a notice riot earlier than six
months nor later than tritee months before

However, in an effort to obtain more

affidavit; ' "
- answer a question as a witness;
- produce a document; or
- do any other thing which the arbitrator
may reasonably require.
Ifa personfails to comply with a request

infonnation, valuers are often metby a lack

of the arbitrator, then the arbitrator may

the date of expiration of the term. This is
designed to give the landlord time to

of cooperation from the relevant parties.

apply to the Supreme Court or County

Parties to a valuation dispute tend only to

Court. Either court may then order that

market the property should the tenant. not
exercise its option to renew.

divulge information which will help their

person to attend before it for exarrfuiation;

own cause, and keep silentthatinfonnation
which may harm them
However, depending on the teams of the
lease, avaluermay, in somecases, forcethe

to produce to it the relevant documents; or
to do the relevant thing requested by the

production of relevant information from

attend before the arbitrator for exarnination

into existence ifthe option is exercised, the

the parties.
When a lease provides for the

when required, or fails to comply with a
requirement of the arbitrator within a

tenns of the option must be strictly adhered

appointment of an independent valuer,

reasonable amount of time where no time

to. This means that any time limitations

must be strictly adhered to, even if time is

generally it willspecify whether the valuer
is to act in the capacity of an expert or an

riotstated to be of the essence: MCInch!@it-

arbitrator.

jintit was set by the arbitrator, then the
arbitrator may, in most cases, continue with
the proceedings in default of appearance of
that party.
This means that the proceedings may
continue in the absence of any evidence
submitted by that party, so there is more
chance that the proceedings will be
determined in favour of the other party.

before the expiration of the existing lease.

It is, ::o11rrgon to find leases specifying

An option generally is an offer made by
the landlord to the tenant which cannot be

withdrawn, but which, if a time for its
exercise is imposed, may only lapse.
As anew enforceablecontractwiU come

Tro"p v. Peters [1983] I VR 53.
Exceptions
There are two situations in which a lease

may be renewed, even though the tenant
has failed to comply with relevant time

There are considerable differences

between these two capacities. However, the
most common capacity is that of an expert,
given that:
- valuers generally do riot have legal
qualifications; and
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" seems clear then that arbitrators, as

terms and conditions which, when drafted,

the like or any flashing lights or signs (other

opposed to experts, have the power to

are still baffling - sometimes even to the
lawyers.

the opinion of the lessor would create an

compelthe production of evidence from
either of the parties, even where disclosure
would disadvantage that party.
This allows arbitrators to make a fully
informed decision, taking into account all
the relevant circumstances of the case, and

not merely that information which the
parties wish the arbitrator to consider.
It also allows the parties to argue

their respective cases fully and openly,

audible or visual nuisance as the case may be.

Many solicitors have adopted archaic
standard leases which often are only

superficially adapted for any new lease
agreement. They have beenunwilling to do
the difficult and painstaking work of
completely re-writing standard leases in
Plain English.
However, there has been a gradual
acceleration in the Plain English move-

and to attack weaknesses in the opposing

merit, convincing both landlords and

party's case so that all issues relevant

their solicitors that it is in everyone s

to the rent review will be exposed

best interests to present tenants with a

and considered. In such case, the

lease which is clear, concise and easy to

decision of the arbitrator is more likely to

read

be the correct decision in all the

Courts and legislatures around Australia
increasingly are demanding that signatories
to legal documents be able to understand

circumstances.

Arbitration or expert?
How do you know ifa valueris to act in the
capacity of arbitrator or expert?
If the lease is silent on the matter, then

..

expert. Without clear evidence, a valuer is
not presumed to have tile additional skills
required to act as an arbitrator.
However, the mere fact that the valuer

appointed is called an arbitrator or an
expert in the lease will riot in itself be
decisive. Although this may be an

Annoying or Injurious Conduct
The tenant may not do anything in or around
the centre (despite any consent the landlord
gives under the lease) which in the landlord's
reasonable opinion is noxious, offensive,
audibly or visually a nuisance or which may
interfere with the orderly operation of the
centre.

and the short fonn version:
Conduct

The tenant may riot do anything in or around
the centre which in the landlord's reasonable

opinion is annoying, dangerous or offensive

Ado@ittages grid dis"donntnges

their complex drafting precluded the
signatories from understanding them.

disadvantages to Plain English drafting?

What is Plain English?
Plain English does not refer to a simplified

advantages which, to an extent, overlap

or basic fomi of English. Instead, it refers
to the correct use of the English language to

. It saves time and money, particularly
for the landlord. The time spent adapting a
standard lease to the particular case,

communicate with ease ideas and
infonnation to the intended audience. It is

straightforward, uricluttered, clear and
precise - always tailored to its subject

So, what are the advantages and the
there are no disadIt's simple
vantages! However, there are many
with each other.

negotiating its terms and having it signed
and returned is cut considerably. This

reduces legal costs and means that the
tenant is occupying the premises and

important factor, the capacity of the valuer
ultimately will depend on the construction

matter and its audience.

of the relevant clauses in the lease.
The crucial factor is whether the valuer

in Plain English are as legal and as
enforceable as documents in legal jargon!

. Negotiations tend to be restricted to
practical matters and landlord and tenant

is required to make the valuation himself,

In traditional commercial leases there

in which case he will most likely be an

may be several clauses obligating the

start their relationship harmoniously
rather that adversarially.

expert, or whether the valuer is required to

tenant to do something at its own expense.
Each clause will then go on to say that if
the tenant fails to do that thing, the landlord

determine which of two valuations

submitted to him by the. parties is the
correct one, in which case the valuer will
most likely be an arbitrator.

Although an arbitration may produce a
"more correct" result than an expert
delennination, it is the latter which has

It must be remembered that documents

paying rent sooner.

. The administration of the lease

may do it and, if so, that the tenant

becomes easier as obligations and time
limits are clearly stated.
. Leases become more coinprehensible -

reimburse the landlord for the cost

there is no need to read a clause several

involved.

times

However, in a Plain English lease, there

before fund6rstanding it.
Furthermore, there is no need for either

may be several clauses containing tenant
obligations but there is only one clause

party to turn to a solicitor when, during

been more popular. This is so mainly
because it is a quicker and more cost-

stating the tenant's responsibility to pay,

matter in the lease.

effective procedure than an arbitration. It
may also bring about the finality of a

one saying that the landlord can act or do

. Specific clauses in leases become
easier to remember, particularly ongoing
obligations.
. It reduces the risk of litigation in the

decision, as arbitration determinations may

be judicialIy appealed in

certain

the things the tenant fails to do, and one
containing anthe tenant's indemnities.

Clearly, a more concise and legible

the team of a lease, they wish to consult a

circumstances.

document will result.

future.

Finally, and perhaps sadly from the
valuer's perspective, an expert does riot

Ex@inpie

The authoris a Properly Developmeniond
Construction partner in Ihe Melbourne
ofi'ice of Manesons Stephen Joq"es. His
practice, which covers most of AUSiroli@,
IOC"ses on property developments. large
scale property investment, joint ventures,
the commercial grid rerun !easing aspects
of the property market, planned
communities grid land manageme"I and
subdivision, CS well OS drafting ond
advising in respect of building and
constr"ciion projects for private,
instit"!tonal andgovernmenic!tents .

benefit from the samejudicialimmunity as
does an arbitrator, so that a party may have

Compare:

negligently arrived at.

Annoying or Injurious Conduct
The tenant shall not at any time during the
continuance of this lease (notwithstanding
anything to the contrary herein or any consent

SHORTENING OFLEASE
AGREEMENTS

or permission granted hereunder) do or
permit any other person to do in or aboutthe
premises any noxious noisy oroffensive thing

a potential claim against an expert for a
determination which it believed was

A lease agreement must be one of the most
difficult of legal documents. Hours are

spent between landlords and tenants, and
their respective solicitors, negotiating
00

with:

them. In some cases, courts have refused to
enforce legal documents purely because

there is a presumption that the valuer will
act in the valuer's ordinary capacity as an

than those approved by the lessor) which in

THE

VALUER

and without limiting the generality of this
clause shall riot use any medium which may
be heard or experienced outside the premises
such as loudspeakers, video equipment,

photographs, television or radio broadcasts or
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LEASINGINTHEi. 990slNTHEMELBOURNEMARKET

By MichoelG. Sady, FVLE (12/1 & Econ)

This paper canvasses some interesting decisions by the courtsono range of isSL, e ,
with
leases and some of the practical consequences for vgluers. It inc 11 es r4ere^ ,
some earlier decisions because their ofect on the valuation process OS co
manifested in more recenttimes.
*

\.

submitted by the appellants

I
,

t*-\$;;,-*,*'59. {

valuer to inquire into the basis of

A

he 1984judgment in the Victorian

appointment of a valuer at the objection

Supreme Court case of Copel

stage in the interests of clarifying whether

Services Lid v. Legal & General

~ t. .. ... .

\
,.^

Assurance Society Ltd is significant

,** :.". ,

^

;:- :,:?'

because itembraces two issues, rentreview

frequency as a factor in rental assessment

valuer or as a negotiator!

,*.*$.,.,;* .

that where the valuerrelies on legal advice
for his basis of valuation, such advice

* ..=.~'
7'4
:

The lease provided for the rental to be
fixed for 15 years. The lessor contended
that rental should be delennined having
re ard for the fact that it would be fixed

for 15 years and that likely future inflation
should be taken into account in

determining an uplift factor to be applied

the valuer is making submissions as a

$';,;,;:\""

^

and the appointment of valuers.
Rent 700iez"/*eq"errcy

valuer. I

believe it to be appropriate for a municipal

Secondly, Ithink the court is suggesting
should be independent. In any event, the

"~
A'\

valuer is entitled to, and should, rely

a

A*, ex I
$1f'*".
"

I

,

r

17.

#.
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to the rent in recognition of the fact that it

primarily on his own expertise and
experience in his approach to the valuation
task.

Discounting. for lease incentioes

This issue has been the subject of much

debate in recent years' The A1VLE issued a
statement dealing with this issue in August

wouldnotbesubjecttoafurtherreview d- ,timejtoreviewthe

f 15 ears. The lesseecontendedthat that he was appoint to neg

taishouldbefixedon"normal"market highestpossiblerent. . -'I 'centive. -..

t Sagdconditionsdisregardingthefact Thelessee'svaluerreiGUPO ' lobabl~~
ht ewaloftheleasewasforatemiof
fromthelessee'ssolicitorsinSUPP
Uy
oinionandbasisofvaluationthatrental
began in earnest inO, g
15 years without further review.
It was held that in determining rental
value valuers had a duty to have regard for

the period for which the rent was fixed.
The courtdeclined to express an opinionon

whether valuers should have regard to

future inflation when determining rental
because it did not believe it appropriate to
delineate the matters which valuers should
take into account. However, it did make the
observation that the assessment of future
inflationary trends could be "nothing more

should be assessed based on a "special regarded as the waters e ye
relationship" between the parties which

required it to disregard the "non-market
terms and conditions of the lease

collapse of CBD office rental markets
because of oversupply. Before this, the
existence of incentives had always been

document". The court held that because the apparent and, in its own way,
lessee's valuerhad notreliedon its own in earlier debates as o
expertise and experience but was
influenced to a significant extent by the

reviewing rents one should have regard to
vacant possession lettings or the review

lessee's solicitors, its appointment was not

market. However, in earlier times, the

in accordance with the rental review
appointment clause
In my opinion, two important aspects

considerably smaller, quite often

scale of incentive

was

usually

involving no more than a reasonable rent

welldefinedand maybedrawnfromtheabove. p

but First, irisquiteclearihatso-cane t en p
accepted by the valuation
profession but "valuation appointments" on a success fee judgment in AMP Society v. BHP

there are some important issues arising
Proprietary Co Ltd contemplated such a
basis are of highly questionable validity.
from the judgment irisofar as it relates to
This has considerable implications for yardstick given the courts in ing
the appointment of a valuer.
the reviewed rental

The lessor's valuer was appointed
on valuers who acceptins
success fees for rating and taxing objection

tenns which included remuneration based
on a success fee if his determination

exceeded stipulated amounts. The court
held that the valuer's appointment was not

and appeals. In such cases, the valuer runs
the risk of prejudicing his client s interests
because, ifthe matter proceeds to appeal, a

one which fell within the requirements of court or board may wellrefuse to accept or
the rental review appointment clause, but give weight to valuation evidence
THE VALUER & LAND ECONOMIST
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would ignore special discounts to new
tenants to attract them into occupation but

would similarly ignore loadings which might
be attached to rentals payable by an existing
tenant which might reflect factors such as the
expense of a move
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the demised premises based on a lease

.

_!bn the basis of this judgment, one could
ar ue that if the word "special is relative,
then the common practice of allowing two

(exclusive of any incentives and allowances
including but not limited to rent free periods
of occupancy and conttibutiohs towards costs
incurred in fitting out leased premises)

to three years rent free should be largely

between a willing but not anxious lessor and

disregarded in ternis of its effect on market
' d merit bears little relativity to post-1990
inI to the need to take incentives into
Bowden (appeal) cases.
Both of these decisions related to

interpretations given to the wording of rent
review clauses by the courts and are not
seen as definitive in ternis of an otherwise

"market rental

value"

... it can hardly be said that it is in the public

interest that rentals be based on a false
appreciation of the market.

The lessorcontended that the costof Regretta y,
s'deration by the valuer. This would However, ere a

I d to the rental upon review being sufficientinomnaio

Int to the "face rent" of valuation networ
omarable premises. The court reasona y wed'tinuished between "face rent" and assessing Ten p

" ff ctive rent", the fonner representing to have argey i
h rental nominated in the lease, trend towars ag

d' re arding incentives, and the latter apply rom ease
ntin an adjustment of "face dispensingwi

tai"to allow fortheeffectofincentives. free or rent coriumu e pe '

Th lessee contended that the phrase The me 0 o0gy

COLONIAL MUTUALLIFE &

H. W. TASALSERVICES PryLTD
(HOLMANSCASE)

This 1992 Queensland Supreme Court case
related to a declaration sought by the lessor

as to the proper construction of the phrase

"current annual market rental value '.
The lessor's contt;!Itions included the
assertions that only tile rent review market

should be considered as this reflected the
actual relationship between the parties,
and that rental evidence relating to leases

involving incentives could riot be
considered because no process of this kind

was prescribed by the lease, ie. the parries

had not intended that transactions
requiring discounting be used in the
exercise.

The court rejected both of these
contentions. It found that the

lessor's

ar ument that because of the relationship
between the parties, only rentsl evidence

reflecting such a relationship was relevant,

"(exclusive of any incentives and rentalsinvolvingincen' p

allowances indudingbutnotliinttedtorent issue upon w to
fr, ,, erjOSOO P y fullajddowntheprjncjples

leased rentses)"should hamterpretedas that should appy, a y,

'ther excluding from comparison leases becomes ama e

h tcontainedincentives, orexcludingthe It is notwi in GS 13. *

aleofincentivesfromthoseleases. canvass etaie y' ,

The court expressed some difficulty in Iwould like to ven
h OSIn between the two arguments but the vexed issueo

roan foundinfavourofthelessee Discountraes , ,
based on a consideration of other reinis of into p ay w en
th lease. It found that "current open adjustment toren :
arketrentalvalue"wasbasicallythesame - arent ree or

as "effective rent" which it said was the - an upfront pay
uivalentofalease rental after discount- mencement, egon
for incentives, ie. ahypothetical Arguments gene y

in arative lease which simply provided using an OPPortuniy
f r an annual rental equivalent to an discountrate a
ffctiveannualrental. capitalisationTae p ..

Althoughitmay appearthatthe intentof Whereas a to

the adjeswastouse"facetents"for leases appropriate o

was fallacious. It held that all evidence was

relevant although adjustinent would be
needed to compensate for distortions due to
non-market forces.

Regarding the lessor's contention that
leasing incentives should be ignored, the

fcom arable premises, the courtheld that opportunity cos , p

the "effective rent" should be used. It over w ic e ,

" ffective rent", ie. the adjusted rental after review dates.

discountingforincentives. Aswea ,

unusual and unnatural restriction upon the
valuation process clearly contemplated by

d'fficult in choosing between the of aperpetuity, an
uments, it resolved the matter on abasis not be appropria

rocess of adjusting evidence to

compensate for variations in circumstances

is"appropriate to cope with the presence of
inducements in some leasing transactions".
AUSTRALIAN &OVERSEAS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CORPORATIONLTDv. COLONIAL
MUTUALLIFE

This 1992 case related to the interpretation

of the phrase "cument open market rental

value" within the context of a rental review
clause that provided:

For the purposes of this clause the expression
"current open market rental value ' shall mean
the current annual open marketrental value of

THE VALUER

L

d'tinuishedbetweentheienns"exclusive doesnotexten y ..
F' and"taking noaccountof"and whichachangein e ,
Iudedthatthecomparable rent was the where the perlo in

court said that this would be implying an

the lease. The court also found that the

,O

observed:

tives was to be excluded from have little orno app'

account, despite some initial confusion
caused by the Rosenbl"in (April 1991) and

unqualified reference to

Mr Justice MCKay

a willing but not anxious lessee. .

rental! However, the context of the

events, and other recentjudgments firmly

between parties.

It ismteresting that despite the court's capitalisation Taeis y

thatfavouredthetenant. useitata. 0 ,

Th re are no Australian judgments of fortheuseo acornpo '

whichlamawarethatdealwithaccessby cost rate an in

' terested persons to leases containing where t e perlo

confidentiality agreementsrelatingto extensive one' ..
'centives. It is interesting to note uponwic onecan I

merits of the High Court of New the caseo area'v y
Z land and the Court of Appeal in the the cash owisrea yp

1992 AMP/W@IPOt Nominees case likely toremainsa'

rim confidentiality agreements particularlyw erec ang

between parries to leases. The courts likely to occuro pe' .,
dcisionsmakeitquiteclearthatpublic internaraeo ,

't est considerations such as the require etai in

tblishmentoffalrmarketrentalsareof provide e approp' p

terim onanCGtothecornmunity than forecasts an
h need to maintain confidentiality influencecas ow.
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being for a period equal to the residue of

LESSEE'SIMPROVEMENTS

The judgment in Pontj'ord v. MMS
Aerosols Dintted confirmed the principle
that in the absence of a specific exclusion
h the lease, improvements carried outby a
nant form part of the rental that is to be

the term of the actual lease.

assessed.

term (14 years). Not surprisingIy in this
case, it was the tenant who mounted the

law dealing with this issue, the question of
10vision of mout in commercial premises

years) was considered to be 10% less than

the rental value by reference to the residual
case for using the original lease terni.

Contrast this decision with that of

as part of an incentive package, and its

Twin"e & Anor v How@rd De Wolden

tieattnent for rent review purposes, thus
reasonable to distinguish

Estates Limiied. a 1982 UK case which
dealt with a number of issues including

between the value of incentive packages

shorter lease terni. The court was asked to

arises.

reference to a proposal for substitution of a

where fitout is provided by the lessor
depending upon whether:
-the lease expressly provides for

consider whether there should be a

discounting of rental for reduction of the
terni from ten years 10 seven years. The

aminons to be disregarded in assess-

roceedings were instituted under the UK

merit of rental; and

Landlord and TenriniAct.

the lease is silent on this issue.

AdmittedIy, the distinction may. not be
alithat great at present given the generally
a reed perception that oversupply wi

V ft'*,*~JE*, '*., ". \!.,<.'J, t. '~-. .,*. ,.~. . .* .
. * ',,\.* *;::*trig \,, Z. ,%*,*.?,**.** ,,.,

;#ttrh^,-tendi!t';*;: <14jjt!^4::

restrict rental growth for some years yet.

However, this matter will probably become

* "t;94^^!14n!)t^..:^i;tent;*,.

' -'~ ~~, t. *,. "*. P. ,,..,,}. '. ~,,... ., .f. ' L'*t'\+ ,'

much more of an Issue when the

, .-,%*;**$;Init*ib'~$(!t'ert, )'6,118-*$-

oversupply is absorbed and demand/supply

';''it!$1^:^!^litO^ill^*,;;^;^;14;*_
*":;'*"""**j^tit\theitent, #**'

is more in balance.

One could easily foresee a

situation

* * j$.!)init^irktlie$rents#-;^*;

when the markettums in favour of lessors

'

and tenancies are negotiated on a basis

,

which indudes rentalisation of partitions

~

need to take into account the rentslvalue of
adjtioning where there is no ' disregard"
clause. It seems that there is a need for the
ames to create certainty on this issue by
making an express provision in the lease.

- there was an advantage of certainty in a
lease providing for a term of ten years
rather than seven years;

- although the tenant had some rights of

UNEXPIRED LEASETERMIMPLICATIONSFORRENTAL

renewal, thesewerenot absolute because

the landlord may have required

REVIEW

possession for its own occupation, or for

This is an important topic because of its

the purposes of carrying out works; and

jin Iications for the context of a rent
review. It has an impact in at least two

- it would be expected that a longer lease,
subject to it containing rights to assign,
would be more valuable and would

areas, viz the consideration of lessee's
obliations at lease expiry, and the

attract a higher rent.
The foregoing cases highlight the

relevance of sub-letting rentals as evidence
of market rental value.
The law seems fairly clear on this
matter; It is the remainder of the term

lease terms

contrasting effects of longer
irisofar as they suggest that a longer or

certain which must be taken into account.

In Briiish Gas PLC v. Dollar Lo, Id
Holdings PLC, a 1992 United Kingdom
case, the question before the court was

whether the hypothetical term for the
u se of the review should be the same
as the total tenn of the actual lease or

whether it should be for a term equal to the
idue of the lease. The court held that the

h o1heticaltenn was to be consumed as

shorter term may

duty of the valuer or valuers to have regard

forthe factthatttie lease of the prentises is for

a tenn of 15 years, If I may be permitted to
adapt the words of Sim I in Re told's Lease.

"How can a rental be the fair open market
value of the premises ifitis fixed without any

regard to the duration and conditions of the
tenancy?'.

If one was auctioning the lease of the

reinises, I have little doubt that the first

question prospective buyers would ask is

"Whatis the term of the lease?" Clearly, that
would be an important consideration in

determining the market value of the lease. To

attempt to fix the fair open market value of
the rentsl of the premises without regard to

the terni of the lease would be to ignore a

factor which must have a significant bearing
on the rental a prospective lessee would be
prepared to pay forthe premises.
I have little doubt that if the owner of city
reinises offered to let a floor of his building

for a term of one year only, with no provision
for renewal, he would riot obtain as high a
rental for that floor as he would if he was

prepared to let it for, say, three years, with an
option for a further period of three ycors. A
lease of a floor in a city building for one year

only would be a far less attractive proposition

to the businessman who wished to set up his

floorfor aperiod of threeyears with an option

The court found that there should be a
discount for a number of reasons,
induding:

will need to be addressed by valuers.

in deconnining the fair open market value o
the rental of the subject premises, it is the

business in the city, than a lease of the same

ears would warrant a 25% discount in the
rent. The landlord argued that the reduction
in the term made no difference to rental.

leases already exist which are silent on this
matter and Ibelieve that the issue may well
become'% reality within a few years and

the first aspect of the matter is concerned
(televancy of duration of lease term), is that

~

that a reduction of terni from ten to seven

However, there is little doubt that many

The conclusions I have arrived almsofar as

*~"

The tenant, in arguing its case for
maintenance of the longer term, claimed

in the past) when rental reviews may well

VALUE R

**'

,

based on areturnuponcost(as experienced

THE

findings follow.

It is interesting to note that in this case
the view was put that the rental value by
reference to the original lease term (35

Although I have found no recent case

It seems

findin s and the reasons in support of those

confer -either an

advantage or a disadvantage to either party.

It is important to note, however, that the

TMrone case does not deal directly with the
issue, but with its perceived effect upon
rental value in the particular circumstances
of that case.

A clearer definition is provided by Mr
Justice Beach in the Cope! Services
judgment cited earlier in this paper. His

for a further period of three years. At the
other end of the scale, however, a lease for a

period of 15 or even 20 years may, in some
respects, be less atunctive than a lease for a
shorter period of time with options for
renewal, in that in the fomier case the lessee

is tied to the premises and may encounter
difficulties in the future if, for economic

reasons, he wishes to expand or contract his
business operations.
,

The judge wqjit on to say that if rental. .-.

was to be fixed without regard for the
duration of the tenancy, the lease would
need to state this specifically and that as

there were no such statements in the lease,

his opinion was that the term of 15 years,
being the term of the lease, must be taken
into account by the valuers in determining
the appropriate rental.

A number of observations can be made
on the foregoing judgment. First, It seems
that the court was attempting to deal with
the issue of appropriate rental having

regard for the period for which it was to be

fixed, to the fact that it was not subject to
any further review for the total lease tenn,
as well as giving recognition to the
remaining lease tenn to provide a further
context for the review (in this case being
the fun tenn of the lease because the
relevant date was at the commencement of
the terni).

Secondly, the court's comments in
relation to shorter leasing periods, or longer

leasing periods (including options),
,
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siron"Iy suggest that Mr Justice Beach

Limited v. Burn!ey Borough Council

feels that the residual lease team (as distinct
from the total lease terni) is the appropriate

(1978), Lord Salmon.

context for rental assessment.

some of those referred to in this paper)
which have found in favourofadopting the

Thirdly, his views regarding disadvantages for a tenant in the case of shorter or
abnonnally long terms make it clear that
full consideration of the circumstances of
each case must be taken into account in

reinstatement and relocation.

Mr Wheeler's point is highly relevant in
those circumstances where a lessee has

He quotes other judgments (including

already had the opportunity of amonising
the greater part of his establishment costs,
making adequate provision for reinstatemerit of the premises and relocating his

residual lease tenn and states that, in his

opinion, these decisions are irreconcilable

business. In these circumstances, I would

with the fundamental purpose of a rent
review clause as described by Lord

delennining whether there are advantages
or disadvantages for either of the parties,

Salmon.

and the effect that this may have on rental

possible effects of these judgments in a

assessment.

notional CBD office building lease in

agree that it hardly seems appropriate in-the
case of, say, the final two years of a 10-year
lease, to disregard the fact that the lessee
had already had sufficient opportunity to
make such provisions. I believe that this

He further cites the example of the

view is no less valid even where an

review is contained in the following cases.

Sydney or Melbourne which, in his
portrayal of events, results in a wide
disparity between the rental expectations

Bun, s Philp Hardivare v. Howord

of a lessor and a lessee in the latter years

assignment of the lease has occurred,
because it may be reasonably anticipated
that a prudent assignee would have

Chin (1987)

of a 10-year lease term. He highlights

accommodated such considerations in his

some obvious difficulties such as the

negotiations with the assignor. However,
the same arguments would not necessarily
apply in a relationship between a lessee and

Further support for the use of the
residual lease term as the context for rent

That which is to be determined in the present
case is riot a rental of the premises in general,
but the amount which is, from the date fixed

by the lessor, to be the rent payable for the

panicular premises under lease. .. Therefore,

likelihood of their being virtually no
evidence of short-term leases because few

in my opinion, what is referred to by the

have added that few tenants would take

review clause is what the relevantprospective

premises on this basis!); the lessee having

lessee would pay forthe lease of the premises
on Ihe term of and for the term remaining of
the lease in question
,^

L
,

Brechi, I rind Drapery Importing Co

a sub-lessee.

lessors are prepared to lease modem office
space for only two years (he might also

A problem which could arise from Mr
Wheeler's proposition could occur in those
cases where leases are structured in a

manner which provides for a series of short
terms with put options, or in a lease

to write off its establishment costs over a

very short period and face the cost of

structured with a reasonably long initial
tenn, with a series of short-tenn options
exercisable by the lessee. In the latter case,
for instance, when the option had been
exercised, would Mr Wheeler suggest that

relocation; and the period to costs
associated with reinstatement is
foreshortened.

He summarises by saying that these

Limited (1928)

where the Appeal Court disagreed with the
trial judoe's view that the valuer should
exclude entirely from consideration the

arguments bear no relationship to the
marketplace and do not reflect the original
expectations of either the lessor or the
lessee; the consequences of a decreasing

duration of the term and conditions of the

notional lease tenn at subsequent review

tenancy. The court noted:

are even more "bizarre" in the case of a

A New Zealand Court of Appeal case

We think that the true construction of the

language of the lease requires (adopting the

Ian"uaoe of Sim I in Lurid) that the
arbiirators or their umpire must ascertain

what a prudent lessee would be willing to
pay as oround rent for the land for the term
of 14 years without any buildings or

the initial term of the lease be the

yardstick?
There is no satisfactory answer to the

dilemma posed by Mr Wheeler,
particularly in light of the fact that
existing case law is supportive of the view

ground lease.
I believe that the anomaly Mr Wheeler

he criticises. The future remedy of course

referred to has probably arisen as a result of

emerges from the decisions of some of the

the failure of the courts to distinguish in
sufficient detail between the separate
effects on rental assessment of:

case law where it has been suggested that
if the initial lease term (plus options?) is,
among other things, to provide the context

- the period for which the rent is to be

for rental review, the rental review clause

required to support the construction that the

- the appropriate context of the period of

should be worded ih a shitable manner.
This, of course, does riot overcome the

tenure as a factor in rental assessment.

problem with existing leases, and at least

of the unimproved value of the land without

it seems that among the primary
considerations of the parties to a lease

to this extent I would support Mr
Wheeler's suggestion that the Institute

would be a requirement by lessors for a

examine the matter in detail via its
Valuation Professional Board.

improvements On It.
... Clear words would, in our opinion, be
fair and reasonable rental of the lands should
be determined only upon the earning power
reference to the duration or terms and
conditions of the tenancy. Although the

languaoe used is not the same as in the
(lease) dealt with by Sim I in Re Lurid's
Lease. .. the principles on which the annual
rental is 10 be fixed are substantially the
same in alithese cases.

fixed or determined; and

lease of sufficient length to enable a
reasonable continuity of investment return

The author is a Consulront with lunch, lark

coupled with rental growth, and a
requirement by lessees for a suitable term

hidependeni, Valuers and Property
Consultants. He is a Post President offhe

in which to amortise establishment costs

In light of the foregoing case law, it is
~,,.

Wheeler on this matter(The Valuer & Land

''44, a

Economist, May 1994, Letters to the Editor,
page 152,162)
Aruuing for a rethink by valuers to
support the adoption of the original lease

$eS;

purpose of a rent review is to update the

a
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The summaries appearing b<fore COMridecisionspL, blished in The Valuer & Land Econoimst do
notjorniport of then, dges' ond OSsessors' decisions and ore provided only OS a bri<ISI, minory
of Ihe reported cases. Members o1^? urged 1101 10 raty o11these summaries for a coniplete
synopsis, but to read thenIdgiiieiits in full.

Australian and Overseas

Telecommunications Ltd
V.

Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society
Ltd

Mr Garde, QC, for the lessors, CML, submitted that this clause
assunies significance as manifesting the intention of the parties to
establish a protocol which would incorporate alithe terms and
conditions which would govern the process for delennination of

any disputes between them. The significancc of this submission is
a niaiter 10 which I will return.

(Supreitie Court of Victoria, 3 I July 1992, Eaines I)
Uuse ,, I. e, ' co, 11/11eiciulj)reliiises - d!^I'Mie Owl' 1/1/'17, ,trollOii Of
lease cl, ,I'Se den1^}18 will, re, 11 rel, IeM' 111echu, lisi, I - collipo, rin\, e
lenses - issue M, liefher value, ' showld di^, tgn, d nice, 11/1, es and

h is the terms of the second schedule which contain the areas of

dispute. The relevantterms of the second schedule, as amended by
the supplementary lease agreement, are as follows:
I. Reni

The lessee will during the term of this lease pay to the lessor at
Melbourne or at such other place in Australia as the lessor may from

unoit, urices - ,, led, ling o1,110, tel von, e.

lime to time direct without demand from the lessor and without any

Held: necessary to have regard to the whole operation of the lease,

deduction whatsoever the annual rent specified at Item 6 of the First
Schedule such rent to be paid in advance by regular and consecutive

comparative leases should have excluded froni them lion-rental

monthly payinents each equal to one-twelfth (11/21h) of the annual rent
on the first day of each month in each year during the tenn (exceptihe
first and last payments which ifnecessary will be proportionate) the first
being payable on the date of commencement of the term. PROVIDED
that the $50,000 paid to Ihe lessor on or about 14 September 1988 shall

elements, specifically incentives.
Cases cited: BHP Co Ltd v. AMP Society; Estates Pro^C, s Lid v.
Greeni*, ic!I London Borough, ' Roj, art Ply Ltd v. Keni Co, poraltoll

Lid & A, 101'; MCCqfferty v. Queensland T, cowry Coipo, rino, I &
AJIor; Coloniul MMI"al Life Asst, lullce SOCieO, L, mired \'. lbsol

be reoarded as pan payment of the firstinstalment of the rent due
2. Rent Review

(a) A1 any time (each of such periods being hereinafter referred 10 as a
"review period") prior to or subsequent to each of the dates set out at
Item 11 of the First Schedule (each of such dates being hereinafier

Sentces Po. Lid

Earner I: This application, brought by summons on an originating

referred 10 as "the adjustment dale") the lessor may give a written notice

motion, concerns the construction of terms of a commercial lease
aoreemeni dated 20 September 1989 between the predecessor in
title OF*Ile lessee, the applicant in these proceedings, Australian and

to the lessee setting out the amount which the lessor assesses 10 be a

proper market rent for the demised pre, lises'(having regard to the. .*
current open market rental thereofand to'^111 matters then relevant to the

Overseas Telecommunications Corporation Limited (hereinafter
referred to as AOTC) and the lessor/respondent, Colonial Mutual
Life Assurance Society Limited (hereinafter CML). The lease,
which was varied, but riot to a degree significant forthe purpose of

determination of such annual rent) and unless within 14 days from the

this application, by a supplementary agreement made on the same
date, concerned commercial premises situated at and known as

parties after consultation are unable to reach agreement as to the said

dale on which the lessor gives the said notice to the lessee, the lessee
notifies the lessor by notice in writing that the lessee disputes such
assessment then the annual Tent shall be varied accordingly.

(b) If the lessee disputes the lessor's assessment as aforesaid and if the
assessment within 30 days after the giving of the said notice by the

lessor, then the proper annual rent for the demised preintses shall on the
application of either party be detennined (having regard to the current
open market rental value thereof and to all matters then relevant to the

building N0 3 and the first floor of building N0 2 at Brandon Park
Office, 540 Springvale Road; Mulgrave. The term of the lease was
for 10 years commencing 30 May 1989 with the first annual rent

delenmination of such annual rent) by an independent valuer having not

less than five years experience in valuing suburban office space and not
less than 10 years experience in commercial valuation and who shall be
employed in a practice which is predominantly commercial in nature,

being agreed at $1,175,000. The lease provided for there 10 be rent

reviews every 18 months from 30 May 1989. In the event of there
beinc failure of the parties to agree as to the amount of the rent at
the time of any sucli variation, provision was made for the matter

such \, aluer to be appointed by the President for the time being of the

Society of Land Economists (Victorian Division) PROVIDED THAT
co any determination by any such valuer shall be made as an expert

10 be arbitrated. There was such failure to reach agreement as to the
first rent review and an arbitrator has been appointed. but the

and not as an arbitrator;
(ii) all costs incurred with the determination of the annual rent shall be

parties are in dispute as to the relevant considerations which the

paid by the lessee and the lessor equally unless the qualified \, aluer

arbitrator should take into account and have refereed the matter to
this court for determination. The parties have placed three

detennines the annual rent to be greater than that specified in the

lessor's notice pursuant to clause 2(a) in which case the costs of
such determination shall be borne by the lessee and PROVIDED
FURTHERTHAT should the lessorsoelect, it may pay the costs of

questions before the court for determination.

any determination by the qualified valuer and the lessee shall pay

THERELEVANTTERMS OFTHELEASE

the lessee's share of such costs upon demand to the lessor;

Clause 2.11 provided that:
The lessee will during the terni pay to the lessor the rent and operating
costs of the complex all as specified, calculated and payable in the
manner provided in the first and second schedules herelo

(iii) any delemtination by any such valuer shall be made within two
InonIhs of the matter being referred to such valuer;

(iv) the lessor and the lessee shall have the opportunity to make written
submissions to any such valuer, such written submission or
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submissions to be made within one month of the appointment of

.

any such valuer;

AND the annual rent payable hereunder shall be the amount determined

b any such valuer PROVIDED THAT notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained'in this clause 2 the following provisions shall apply:
(j) the rent determined as a result of the first rent review shall be the
current open market rental value;

(ii) the rent datennined as a result of the second, third and fourth rent

reviews shall be the greater of the rent payable for the immediately

preceding period of the term hereby created plus an interest factor
of8% perannumcompounded from the commencement of the said
preceding period AND the current open market rental value;
(iii) the rent determined as a result of the fifth and all subsequent rent
reviews (including rent reviews under any further tenn) shall be the

greater of the current open market rental value AND the rent
payable for the immediately preceding period of the terni hereby
created.

AND the rent as reviewed whenever so derenmined shall apply as from
the relevant adjustment dale.

(c) For the purposes of this clause the expression "current open market
rental value" shall mean the current annual open market rental value of

the demised premises based on a lease (exclusive of any incentives and

allowances including but riot limited to rent-free periods of occupancy
and conttibutions towards costs incorred in fitting-out leased premises)
between a willing but riot anxious lessor and a willing but riot anxious

lessee and taking no account of any goodwill alitibutable to the demised
reinises by reason of any trade or business carried on therein by the
lessee but taking account of the naming rights (if any) of the demised
premises grunted to the lessee and in all other respects (except as to rent

payable) on the terms covenants and conditions of this lease but
notwithstanding the penniited use herein, providing for the highest and
best use to which the demised premises can be put.

agreement on an appropriate formulation. There is no ou I,
however, that what is at issue is the wording which appears in
clause 2(c) and, in particular, whether the words first appearing in

parentheses commencing "exclusive of any incentives ...'

manifest an intention of the parties that the rent which would be

payable as a result of this first rent review would be the

equivalent, on the one hand, of the amount of annual rent shown
in rent agreements for coinparable premises even though that
nominated figure may have been inflated by the fact that the
lessee was gaining the benefit of incentives such as rent free
eriods or outfitting costs being met by the lessor or whether, on
the other hand, the lessee would be paying a lesser amount of rent

such as would be paid by other lessees where they were gaining
no such offsetting benefits.

The difference in approach, as might be expected, is likely to

produce considerably different results in ternis of the cost to the

lessee and the benefit to the lessor. In an affidavit filed before me

and sworn on 23 April 1992 by Ronald Breese, the Regional

Property Manager for AOTC, it is estimated that adopting the first
approach would produce a rent figure of $1,413,784 and on the
other approach, $715,000. Mr Garde challenged the accuracy of
these figures and noted that delennining quantum was the very
exercise which was yet to be undertaken by the valuer and I have

had regard to the figures only for the purpose of illustration of the
possible variations which might be produced.
Iturn now to the competing arguments which were advanced on

(d) Should the amount of the market rent not be so delennined as

behalf of the parties.

determination therecj" pay rent at the rate specified in the lessor's

THESUBMISSIONSOFTHEAPPLICANT/LESSEE

hereofbut subject to the revision hereof and upon the marketrent being

critical words in parentheses in clause 2(c) qualify the word "lease"

aforesaid before this adjustment date, the lessee shall pending
determination of the market rent in the notice referred to in clause 2(a)

detennined hereunder any necessary adjustment of rent calculated from

the adjustment date shall be paid forthwith by the lessee to the lessor or
reimbursed by the lessor to the lessee as the case may be.
(e)

^

*

Mr Myers QC, senior counsel for the applicant, submitted that the

appearing immediately before. The effect of this, he subintts, is that
the lease which is looked at for comparison is to be one which does

not provide any benefits to the lessee by way of incentives, to such

a lease which contains such incentives is to be excluded from

The questions which lain asked to answer are:

consideration by the valuer in his deliberations. This is why, he
says, the terni used is "rental value" rather than 'rental or rent .
In alease which provided benefitsby way of incentives, the amount

second schedule to the lease dated 20 September 1989 between the

shown as "rent" or "rental" would be inflated to make allowance for

applicant and the respondent ("the lease"), the value in delennining
the current open market rental value of the demised premises the
subject of the lease at the first rent review pursuant 10 clause 2 of

actual "rental value" of the agreement, stripped of the value of the
benefits, would have been a lesser figure. Used this way, Mr Myers

THEISSUE

I. Whether, upon the proper construction of clause 2(c) of the

the cost to the lessor of giving such incentives to the lessee; the

coinparable premises take away or subtract from rentals payable

submitted, the words "based on a lease (exclusive of any incentives
...)" mean "based on a lease which does not provide incentives and

2. Whether, upon the proper construction of clause 2(c) of the

Alternatively, Mr Myers subintts, the vauer, if he is considering
leases for coinparable premises in which incentives have been

the second schedule to the lease should in considering leases of
under those leases the value of any incentives and allowances paid
or allowed by the lessor to the lessee in respect of those leases.

second schedule to the lease, the valuer at the first rent review in

considering leases of coinparable premises 10 detennine the current

open marketrental value of the demised premises based on a lease

between a willing but not anxious lessor and a willing but not
anxious lessee in the manner described in clause 2(c), should

disregard incentives and allowances including but not limited to
rent-free periods of occupancy and contributions towards costs
incurred in fitting out leased premises?

allowances. .."

,

provided to the lessee should "exclude" from the amountshown as

the rent for the premises so much as he calculates represents the
benefit to the lessee and cost to the lessor of providing the

incentives. This, then produces a coinparable, hypothetical lease
which is "exclusive" of the value of such incentives and which

illustrates just the "rental value". Used this way (and this is not an

alternative phrase which Mr Myers suggested but one which I
consider would appear to suggest itself as appropriate, given his

3. If, upon the proper construction of clause 2(c) of the second

submission) the critical phrase might read, instead, "based on a
lease where the value of incentives and allowances, ifany, has been

considering leases of coinparable prentises is required to have
regard to incentives and allowances, how is regard to be had by the

calculated and then excluded".

schedule of the lease, the valuer at the first rent review in

valuerto such incentives and allowances in determining the current

open market rental value of the demised premises?
16xpressed to counsel my concern that the questions are riot as
clear as they might be for the purpose of defining the issue raised

In support of this interpretation Mr Myers refers to other words
used by the draftsperson as demonstrating, he says, a clear intention

to produce the result suggested. Thus, the use of the words "rental

value" are to be contrasted with "rent" or "rental". If the

draftsperson had intended that the valuer would look only at, and

by the application. That is evidenced by the fact that questions I

take at face value, the figure shown in coinparable leases under the

separately and as preferred by each party. Counselindicated that

the word "value" was meant to contrast the "rent" component of a
lease with the incentive component incorporated into the figure

and 2 are attempts to ask the same question but as drafted
ifafterreading my reasons for judgment, it was thoughtpreferable
to redraft the questions, then they would attempt to reach

"
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Furthennore, Mr Myers submits, the draftsperson intended that
the valuer would take into account the non-rent, incentive value

component of the nominated Tentol figure shown in coinparable
leases when making his valuation but, having determined that rental
component and having thus taken it into account, he would then
subtract that component from the rental figure shown in such leases

and thereby arrive at the "rental value" of the lease. The
draftsperson had shown that where an element was not to be taken
into account he or she would specifically say so. Thus the

As the dictionary definition also notes, the word is to be used as
"opposed to inclusive". Mr Garde submits that that is precisely the
manner in which the applicant, AOTC, seeks to now apply the term.
Where the lease is requiring the valuer to exclude from
consideration the question of inducements the applicant now wants
the valuer to include such considerations in his exercise. Far from

the valuer being directed not to adjntt into his deliberations the
presence or existence of inducements being offered to new tenants
in the marketplace, he is being directed to do the opposite. This, Mr

draftsperson intended that this component would be taken into

Garde says, is the effect of the applicant's submission. In the course

component.

read to mean "excluding or disregarding".
Mr Garde submits that the use of the word "exclusive" in clause

accountin the manner above suggested so as to then exclude that
There are clauses in the lease which lend support to each of those
propositions advanced by MrMyers.
The lease does use the tenns "rent" and "rental" frequently. In
the first schedule the term "annual rent is used where the initial

sum payable of $1,175,000 is set out and described as being "the
annual rent payable in respect of the demised premises and the car

bays referred to in clause 8 hereof". The word "rent" is used in
clause I of the second schedule, which also (as do clauses 2(a) and

2(b)) refers to "annual rent", a term which is not defined. In clause

2(b) it is provided that the "annual rent payable" under the lease
shall be that determined by the valuer applying the principles which
are then set out. the first of which is that:

of argument MrGarde said that the words"exclusive of should be
2(c) must be understood to be applied within a given context,

namely that the lease agreement at the time of the rent review is
concerned to determine the appropriate rent which should be paid

riot by a new tenant, who may have had to be enticed into entering
a contract by the offer of inducements, but by a sitting tenant. It is
therefore logical that the parties were anxious to exclude from
consideration of coinparable rental agreements any debate about
how the rental figures may have been amived at. mis submitted that
this accords with the notion that there is a well understood quid

pro quo" as between lessor and lessee which one would expect to
apply in a situation such as this. While the lessor has incurred the
cost of benefits which he had to offer in order to induce the lessee

co the rent delemiined as a result of the first rent review shall be the
current open market rental value;

to enter into the lease (and whilst at the termination of the lease the

lessor may then gain the benefit of any improvements which have
been effected), it would be reasonable to expect that the lessor

With the exception of the last mentioned reference it could be
said that the draftsperson is using the tenn "rent" as referring to the
sum actually paid under that heading (whatever its constituent
elements) and in contradistinction to the terni"rental value", but in

the paragraph quoted above, it would appearthat dietenns might be
being used interchangeably, although it would, no doubt, be said by
Mr Myers that the broad teams of the definition of "current open

would attempt to offsetthe initial expense so incurred by ensuring
that subsequent rent reviews obtained a market rate and riot one
reduced to make continuing allowance or discount as might be

expected by a new tenantifhe was to be so induced to enter a rent

agreement. It would therefore accord with this commercial logic

that the lease provided that such factors as inducements were to be

disregarded by the valuer when looking at the rental figures of

the quoted paragraph does not carry the matter much further.

coinparable premises.
Mr Garde referred me to BHP Co Ud v. AMP Society 119861
VConvR, Case N0 54-188 at pp. 63, 628, a decision of Nicholson I

tenns "rent' and "rental value" as being different.

(as he then was) and to BSIoies Projec!s Lid v. Greenwich London
Borough. a decision of Forbes I of Queen's Bench Division on 21

market rental value" encompass and distinguish both terms. Hence,

Overall, however, it would appear that the draftsperson saw the
As to the second point (that the draftsperson was capable of

saying when some element was to be disregarded and to have no

account taken of it), the terms of clause 2(c) clearly offer support.

The clause requires that the valuer be "taking no account of any

May 1979 reported at PI65 of "Business Techniques", as giving
general support to the concept of the "quid pro quo' and in

demonstrating that a valuer in a similar PI;^Inon'to that of the valuer. - *

in the present case may be expected to disregard the benefits
provided to a new tenant when conducting a review of rent for a

o0dwitf. .." but that he be "taking account of the naming rights ...".

Where such tenns have been expressly used in the same clause as

sitting tenant. I will return to these cases later.
Faced with the fact that the draftsperson of clause 2(c) had

the words "exclusive of ..." appear, this would tend to suggest that
the draftsperson intended that "exclusive OF was to mean

specifically used the words "taking into account of " (which is

something other than "taking no account of ... , which is the point

effectiveIy what he argues is the meaning of "exclusive OF'), Mr

that Mr Myers makes. He says that it is intended that the matters

Garde submits that there is, indeed, no distinction to be drawn
between those words and the words "exclusive of ...'. The latter is

covered by the words in parentheses are to be taken into account.
His difficulty with that proposition is that ifthe draftsperson wanted

merely a stronger direction to the same effect as the former.

those matters to be taken into accountthen he could have used the

Mr Garde did not dispute the fact that the words in parentheses

expression elsewhere used in the clause and have said expressly

qualify the words "based on a lease" but he submits that that is

that the matters in parentheses be matters that the valuer should be

entirely consistent with the construction which he advances as

"taking account of. ..".

being the correct one. The valuer is simply being told that he is to

look at other leases so as to compare the rental provided form those

THESUBMISSIONS OFTHERESPONDENT/LESSOR
Mr Garde submits that when the word "exclusive" was used in
clause 2(c) it was to be given its ordinary English meaning so that
the question of the cost of incentives which might be a component
of leases for coinparable premises was to be excluded from

which concern coinparable premises to the premises with which the

presentlease is concerned. And he is therefore to compare like with

like, comparing the amount of rental provided for in leases for other

premises but, in so doing, to exclude from consideration the fact
that those other leases may have a rental figure which has been

consideration by the valuer. He referred to the definitions contained

inflated by the value of incentives and allowances which have been

in the Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd Edition, as variously defining

provided.
Mr Garde stresses that what has been achieved by this lease and

"exclusive" to mean:

is spelt outin clause 21.1, is that a protocol has been created by the
parties which precisely defines the meaning to attach to the terms

Inat excludes; riot admitting of the existence or presence of (something);
unable to co-exist. incompatible; excluding all but that which is

used. Thus, it is riot to the point that elsewhere in the lease words

specified.
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.therecould be considerable dintuliyboth masccriainingi .'

h as "rent" are used in apparent contradisiinction to I e
" rrent open market rental value' because those wor s ar

b 'n used to distinguish one from the other but are Ging use

ss'ble for him to determine the circumstances in \vhic I e

h t own context. What is at issue here is the term "current op

k I rental value" and that has been defined by the parties '

inducement was Diven or made by the essorto e

clause 2(c). Terms such as"open marketrentalvalue" are common y
sed and recognised terms within the property market(here erre o

effecionthequalityoftherent. d

complexdebatesanddisputeSaSO
Idbiaken
c
P.items,
d' and
tdthainoaccounlshouldbeiaken
these
that when they directed that no accou

d finition of such a tenn as provided by the Royal Institution

Chartered Surveyors, June 1979, and cited in standar text o0

b I here the parties have chosen to apply their own de Inition

would ignore them. In o1 er wor s,

at ument, the valuer should forget aboutthem.

here can be no warrant to look elsewhere in the lease w en
definition which is provided encompasses the whoe o e pe
' tended by the parties to provide meaning to the terniuse .

CONSIDERATIONOFTHECOMPETINGARGUME
Counsel for both parties referred to two cases provi ing as '

In a shortjudomentthe ChiefJustice (at p. 13) agreed with ope

A-IA that there were "good commercial reasons w y t is
ina have been intended, in particular, that:

in inIe Tenrig the clause. In Roport Po, Ltd v. Kern orporo '

b and consideration of the true facts that may e

of Appeal(Gleeson CJ, Clarke IA and Hope A-IA) was concern?

,,
duncerlainly-O
y dthe
djjowedfor.
the
ordinarily
mean that
factshou Indeed,
e note an

Ld&Alto" unreportedjudgment, 8August1991, the o
,'Ih the a eal from a decision of Rolfe I in which a coinm

. To sa that no account should be taken of a fact oes no

I ase with some similarities to the present one was at Issue.

there were similarities, there were also very significant i

account. That is a paradox that strikes me as uriaccepta e.

between the tenns of the respective leases which nee to e

I that case, the valuer was concerned to establish I e "cu
al rental value" of the demised premises at the time o

'ew and in so doing it was specified that he approac

"havin regard to" a number of enumerated criteria, on y
_. hich are necessary to detail for the purpose of illustration.
the following criteria from that lease:
ITental value of o1her commercial office premises

Mr Garde relied on those passages of these judgments w
lated to the commercial. reasons why a lessor may have inten
the result for which he contends. It is not clear from the reason

their Honours whether there had been evidence presente in SIPp
f the Tonesinon that there would be difficulty for I e va
of rin the task required of him or her ithe or she had 10 isco
d then allow forthe value of incentives in coinparable eases.

' doment of Rolfe I, from which the appeal arose, sugges s

there was no such evidence presented so that in the case o a o
'udoments, the remarks of their Honours were by way o ,
inducementpaiorpay ,rnand/orother
lessee's taking a lease of any premises re erre to in c
hereof or of any other premises; and

(g )taking into accountihatthebaseamounto essors a s

observations.

If the amies, by their words in the lease, intended that t e ino

difficulttask was to be set forthe valuerthen they were at i e y
do so. In the case before the Court of Appeal, their Honours

f the o inion that the words used were quite plain an exp ic'

demonstratino that the harder task was riot being so set. wou

updated as at I e re

such updatino will be effected:

ard the question of the difficulty of the task as ein,

It was submitted by the respondent/lessor in that case I a
I co re resented a protocol for determining the matters

aken into account by the valuer. The primary question on pp

whether the instruction that the valuer take no acco
'riduceme^Is paid or payable to other lessees meant I a

b re the fact of such premiums or inducements or w at er

ITed to note the fact of such matters and niake a owanc

i rimcance to the construction of this clause. In the ITSt p an
h ve no evidence before me to suggest that the task wou e s
onerous as to make it improbable that this was inten e o

result. If anything, I have evidence to the cgntrary containe
affidavit of the Property Manager for AOTC who seems to

been capable of producing such afigure, even ifhis ca cu a io y
be the subject of later dispute. I consider that I can also ave Te,

h in his calculations. The appellantilessee, which aie in

to the factthat the parties to these proceedings are very an s a
to ers in the commercial property market and are, no ou ,

"current annual rental value" and riot 'current annua ren a 00

sinon to have access to a great deal of information a
coin arable leases so as to evaluate the conclusions reac e y

al, also drew attention to the fact that the p rase u

h' res ect mounted a submission similar to that of Mr yers.
estion then is very similar to that raised by the presen ca

the context is very different.

I the 'ud merit of Hope A-IA, with which Gleeson
Clarke IA agreed, his Honour accepted that a pro^Co
I d and he dismissed suggestions that an artificia resu
b oduced by his interpretation of the clause. ithowever,
h result of the parties' expressed intention, then I ey were

b whatthey had agreed. His Honour, at p. 5, agree wi
h bein instructed lobe"takingnoaccountoF'certainm
h' " e uired the valuer to ignore or disregard the matters

h clause directed that he was not to lake into accoun".
H our added that therecouldbegoodreason whyt epa ' y
have intended to produce this result (at p. 6):

^

Nor do Ithink that the Court of Appeal decision can give in
assistance to me in interpreting the present lease since I e
there considered are so significantly different to the present ease.
In that case the words "taking no account OF were the very ina
f dis ute whereas here the issue is riot what those wor s me

when used in this lease; it is agreed whatthey mean. The issue er
is whether the words "exclusive or carry the same meaning.

I was also referred to a decision of the FullCourt of Queensland
which also concerned a rent review. In MCCofferiy v. Onee"slamd
Treasury Corporalion &Anor unreported, 8November ,

ourI was concerned with a lease which provided in cause

4.10. Ithat the valuer was required to assess the open market ren '
by:

itshouldbeappreciatelal py ,, jshouldbe
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having regard to the open market rental values current at the relevant
Review Date

The lease then set out various items under the headings
capitalised in the above passage. Among the "Assumptions was
the following (I will not set out the whole clause)
43.1 Thai the premises are fit for and filled out and equipped for
immediate occupation and use (provided that the review rent SIIall not
include any component to reflectihe worth of any inIProvements carried
out at the tenant's expense)
4.3.2 That the preinises are available to let by a willing landlord to a
willing tenant, as a whole. without payment of a premium. grunting of a
rent free period or the offering of any other incentive by the landlord. but
with vacant possession, and subject 10 111e provisions of this lease (other
than the anIOUni of the rent but including the provisions for rent review)
for a Ierrn equal to the Iernt

Amono the "Disregarded Matters" was the following

The Full Court resolved this dilemma by determining that clause
4.44 and also clause 4.3 related to hypothetical negotiations

between willing but not anxious lessors and lessees which would
conclude with a "rent" figure being agreed, whereas in reaching this
conclusion as to the "rent" which should be fixed for the demised

premises the valuer was also to consider, as the third element of his
task, the "rental values", to the rental component without the
incentive component of compareble leases for other premises. In
the hypothetical case the valuer was considering what rents might
be neooiiated by a hypothetical tenant for the demised premises
when no incentives were to be provided and in considering whatthe
rental value" of the premises was, the valuer was then to separately
consider rent actually paid for coinparable premises, but in reaching
the rental value of those leases he was to subtract that component
relating to incentives. Ropnrt's case, on the other hand, expressly
required that the incentive element be disregarded entirely when
having regard 10 the rental figure obtained in coinparable leases foi
otlier premises
If Mr Myers is correctthatihe terms of clause 2(c) do draw the

44.4 Any cash premiuiti, rent-free period or other Incentivc which Ina}
be payable by a lessor to a lessee, for a lease, for entering in 10 a lease. or
to compensate a lessee for the cosis of relocating front its pieviou
premises

In ,WCCqffei^ 's case, the lease agreement set the valuer a task

pursuant to clause 410.1 to determine "the open Inarket rent" and

same distinction between "rental" and "rental value" as the Full

Courtsaid would be drawn by valuers who were not constrained by
a definition clause. then MCCqffertv's case does provide strong
supportio his argument
The Full Court considered the decision of the Court of Appeal in
Roj?OJT's case, rioting that in their case, as in Ropori's case, there
was a protocol but that in MCCoferiy's case the draftsperson was

in so delenmining that rent three distinct components of his task

much less clear as to his or her intention. h is to be noted at once

were laid down. He had

of the \, aluer's task was to be determined on general principles. The
court held that. generally, a valuer in considering ' open niarket rental
values" would distinguish that concept from "open market rental" or
rent" and he would do so by identifying that component of any

that the 'bpen market rental values", referred to in paragraph
410.1. 11nlike the similar tenn in the present case, was not defined
by the parties and Williams I (at p. 6) said that this meant that the
valuer was to determine that factor "according to accepted
principles of valuation". His Honour rioted, therefore, that the
assumptions and disregarded matters were relevant only to the
determination of "open market rent' and riot "open market rental
value". He added: "The latter concept is, of course, much wider; it
is not limited, as is the former, to the subject premises
Aruuably, his Honour's remarks in this regard are not, of course
to be regarded as having been an expression of universal
application but simply relate to the terms of the document then
before him. On the other hand, it may be rioted that where the terms

coinparableleases which inflated the rental value by adding the value
of any. incentive component. The latter value would be identified and

Honour accepted, as Mr Myers now summits, that they should be

I. to make the assumptions as they were defined
2. 10 disreoard the disregarded matters as they were defined; and
3. to have regard to open marketrental values current at the relevant
review date

The factor which both complicated the task of the Full Court in
determining the intention of the parties as evidenced by the lease and
which distinouishes that case from the present was that the words

open niarket rental value" were not defined. Thus, the third aspect

the Tenjifvalue be adjusted accordingly.

rent" and "rental value" had been used. in tire same clause his
understood to refer to different matters

In this respeci. the Full Court datenmined that in the absence of

Ambrose I agreed that the terms "open market rent" and "open

other definitions within the lease itself, the argument now advanced

market rental value" were different as the document itself

by Mr Myers would apply. "Rental value" is different to "rental
and adjustment of the latter is required to achieve the fomier. The

demonstrated by their different usage. His Honour did make some
more general remarks as to the meaning of the terms, asthey might
be understood within the commercial marketplace and these are
relied upon by Mr Myers. His Honoursaid, at p 6

difference between the two concepts was introduced by the lease
itself \\'hich the Full Court was considering. In my opinion. there is
a similar distinction drawn in the lease before me. The difference is

that in the present case, the phrase "current open market rental
value" is defined. What needs to be determined is whether the

manner in which it is defined produced a result different to that
which the Full Court concluded would be produced where there
was no such definition. Mr Myers submits that the definition clause

here attempts to achieve and succeeds in achieving the same
conclusion as that reached by the Full Court in its determination of
what constituted "open market rentol value
The additional complicating factor in MCCofferty's case wasthat
one of the disregarded matters, in clause 44.4, apparently required
that the very approach which the Full Court said was to be adopted

by the \, aluer in determining "open market rental values" was not
in fact. to be regarded by the valuer. The lessor in the Queensland
case submitted that clause 4.44 also defined the third component of
the \, aluer's task. namely his having regard to open market rental
values. In other words, clause 44.4 required that if coinparable

leases contained an inflated rental figure by virtue of incentives
Ihai fact \\, as 10 be disregarded

In my \, iew no competent experienced valuer would have any difficulty
in distinouishing between "a rental" and "a rental value" if neither of
those tenns were defined in the lease. "A rental" is simply the money
paid as rent for a defined period under a lease. "A rental value" on the
other hand in my view is the sum arrived at after making proper
allo\Lance for all collateral advantages and disadvantages ascertained
upon a proper examination of all the arrangements made between lessor
and lessee including the various rights and obligations under the terms of
the lease which reflects the net consideration passing to the lessor from
the lessee under the lease and associated collateral arrangements. In this
regard I refer to King v. Cadog@" (1915) 3KB 485 at pp. 492-3 per
Warnngton U; Nixo" v. Doney [1961] SansW 311 at p. 316 and Ex
pane '11/10"ms 11964-51 NSWR 254 at p. 257
I do riot understand how the expert (whose required background and
experience is set forth in clause 4.6 of the lease) could ever arrive at
current market rental values" without making a proper allowance for or
having proper regard to not merely the premiums and incentives paid by
various lessors to lessees to induce them to sign a lease under which a
specified rental is payable but also to premiums and collateral
advantages which niight be paid by lessees to lessors to procure a lease

under which a specified rental is payable. I do riot understand how any
aluer could arrive at the value of such rentals without having regard to
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h, collateral advantages and disadvantages 10 both lessor and lessee
reflected riot nierely in the rental specified in the lease but in alit e
advantages and disadvantages to the parties 10 the lease qua lessorlessce

.

Similarly, Cooper J also drew a distinction between the concept
of "rental value" and "rent". He said, at PI2:
The telm value connotes a sense of worth. In the context of the clause It

means the worth in terms of market rent of other coinparable leasehold

reinises at the date of the rent review. It does not follow that the rent

then being achieved by coinparable buildings are necessarily the open
market rental value of those buildings

It is essential to note, however, that in making these remarks
their Honours were dealing with the situation where the document

was, so it was held, expressly not defining the ambit of the Ias

which was set the valuer to determine the 'open marker renta

tenants. His Honour held that the valuers were not restric e.
considering such leases.

His Honour addressed the submission that the lease i not
s ecify whereby, if leases involving incentives were to e
considered, the process of discounting was to be con ucie o
determine the rental value component of those leases. is
omission, it was suggested, demonstrated that such leases were riot
intended to be considered, only leases for a sitting tenant at I e time
of the rent review.

His Honour said, at PIl:

This implies an unusual and unnatural restriction upon I e va uation
rocess clearly contemplated by the lease. In any valuation exercise. i Is
necessary to take into account the fact that so-called "coinpara e"
transactions are almostinvariably riot precisely coinparable. ere is

always a degree of adjustment to reflect variations in circumstances. is
same process is appropriate to cope with the presence of inducement in
some leasing transactions. There Is no substance in this argument.

value'.

Mr Carde suggested that some of the more general comments o

Williams I (at p. 5) and of Ambrose I (at PIl) support his
contention that (if it might otherwise be said that the valuer would

be engaged in an artificial exercise if he was to take at face va ue
the figures recorded as rent when in factthey had been inflate on
account of incentives) there'is nothing which the courts have
hitherto regarded as inconsistent with commercial logic for parties
10, in effect, agree to adopt an artificial approach to valuation. In I e
end, iris alla matter of interpreting their intention as expresse y

His Honour continued, at PIl:

... the parties have agreed that the new rentalshould be the current annua
market rental. Once it is accepted that it is the market rental which is to

be fixed by the valuation process, the substonce of the respondent's

ar ument disappears. 11 is the rent which could be obtained in I e

marketplace for the premises upon tenns sirntlar to those of these leases,
assumin willing but riot overly anxious potential landlord and tenant,

and assuming that such parties will reach eventual agreement. n

delemiinino this value, it is obviously necessary to look at other premises

or similar quality and in similar locations and the ternis upon which I ey

the terms of their agreed document.

are available in the marketplace. This inevitably involves a consideration

After reviewing the authorities, his Honour added:

of any incentives, with appropriate adjustments

~

^

In in opinion the authorities make clear that as part of the valuation
rusess where coinparable lettings are considered by a valuer it may e
necessary 10 make adjustment 10 actual rentals received in or erio o ain
the true open market rental value.

Whilstthe judgment of Dowsett I tends to add some weightto

the submission of Mr Myers that the determination of rental va ue

would ordinarily involve a discounting process when lookin. at

incentive values in coinparable leases, it might also be said to o er

I was referred by the solicitors for the respondent to a decision o
Dowsett I which had been decided in the Supreme Court in

Queensland on the day after the matter had been heard and counsel
had concluded their submissions. A copy of this judgment was

rovided to the applicants and I invited the parties to ina e

otherwise be the ordinary course of valuation, that the parties
intended to exclude from consideration the fact that coinparable
leases contained an inflating component in the case of renta

an Iementary written submissions to me as to the effect o'1 is

agreements involving new tenants.
The three cases, on balance, provide support forthe argument o

considered the additional submission which they made.

Mr Myers but the respective agreements with which they were

decision. Both parties accepted that invitation and ave
In that case, Re CUIo, lint MMIuolLife Assiironce Society DIMited

v. msol Services Ply Lid, unreported judgment, 16 June
Dowsett I was once again concerned with attempts by yet ano1 er

set of lessors and lessees to achieve the, apparently, inordinate y
difficult task of saying clearly what the parties intended s ou
occur at the time of a rent review.

The draftsperson in that case delivered another fomiula for I e
co nation of the parties and, ultimately, the courts. The lease t ere
Tovided that if the lessor detenmined that the annual marker renta

value" had increased allhe time of review then it could require I at
the "annual rental" be thereby increased. If, however, the essee
took issue that"the annual market rental so specified was riot"I e
current annual market rental value ' of the demised premises I en
the matter could be arbitrated. To that end, two valuers were to e

a ointed to 'jointly determine the current annual mar et renta
value" of the demised premises and the "current annual mar et
rental value" would thereby be determined to be 'the annua rent'
payable.

In that lease agreement none of the relevantterms were e Ine

and the inevitable and familiar arguments were presente to is
Honour as to whether the valuers should have regard 10 ren a
transactions involving incentive payments. It was submitie y I e
res ondentilessor that "only rent review rentals o coinpara

reinises constitute relevant evidence for the purpose of fixing I e
current annual market rentals". In other words, it was submitte t a
re ard should riot be had to leases entered into by non-sitting

.
.

support for the contention of Mr Garde that it is precisely or I e
purpose of avoiding such a discounting exercise, w it inig
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concerned were so differentin theirtenms to that before me that the

assistance which I can gain from them must be necessarily limite .
If one accepts that the words "exclusive of' in the present lease
mean that coinparable leases are to be considered and the 'rental
value" component of their "rental" figures be detennined after I e
incentive value has been extracted or excluded then the result
achieved has been that the definition clause has produced the result
that the Full Court in MCCqjfferty, 's case said was produced when

such definition had not been attempted but where the lease made
clear that"rental value" and "rental" were different concepts. In my
o inion, that distinction has been drawn in this lease and that resu I
has flowed so that the definition has achieved the result contende

for by Mr Myers. Thus, the task set forthe valuer in the presentcase
involves the same process as that of the valuer in MCC"ffe, Iy's case
when delennining "open market rental value '.

One is brought back then to the meaning of "exclusive or' in
clause 2(c).
I have not found it an easy matter to choose between the two

competing arguments, both of which were presented with clarity
and compelling force.

On one view the words in parentheses, qualifying, as they do, I e

requirement that the current open market rental value is to be based
on a lease which excluded incentives and allowances, woul

suggest that the lease upon which the comparison is to be based is

a lease which does not include in its terms any reference to

incentives and allowances. A lease which was to be examined for
ECONOMIST
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comparative purposes which included such incentives would
plainly have an inflated figure shown as "annual rent". Whether the
comparative exercise was to be conducted by the valuer looking
only at leases which did notincorporate such matters or whether, if

got a tenant at all. This is a situation which Mr Garde says calls for
quid pro quo I return therefore to the cases to which I earlier
referred and which counsel cited on this point

In the BHP Co Ud v. allP Society case, 'supra, Nicholson I was

he or she did consider such leases, he or she was to subtract the
value of such items so as to calculate the actual rental value (rather
than the value of the incentives as a component of the rental figure)
does riot seem to me to be material. In either case, the valuer would

considering a rentreview where the term of the agreement provided

be considering a lease from which such incentives and allowances

fact that as a sitting tenant there was a special value to the tenant

that an arbitrator was to determine the rent at levels which he
considered would be obtainable on the market but to be considered

upon the notional letting of a floor of the building, thus ignoring the

had been excluded rather than one which stillincluded such factors

which would riot perrain to a new tenant who was being attracted to

Added force is given to this conclusion by the fact that it seems
to me that the draftsperson was quite capable of saying in the clause

enter a lease and for whom benefits would be offered. His Honour

when a matter was riot to be taken into account and I cannot agree

with Mr Garde that the draftsperson used "exclusive OF' and

taking no account OF' to mean the same thing. The rejoinder to
that of course is that if the valuer was to be "taking account oF the
incentives contained in other leases then, equally, the draftsperson

was capable of saying so, as was done elsewhere in the clause. The
answer to this is that the words "exclusive OF' encompass In ore than

just"taking account of' because in some instances the comparative
lease will not contain any reference to incentives and so, therefore
there is no necessity that incentives be taken account of, but in
others the incentives will be present in the lease and they niusi be
removed. Excluding these factors is therefore a stricter dii'ection

They are not simply factors to be considered, one way or the other
they are factors to be extracted from the equation so that whatis left
is the rental value of those leases

Another answer may be found in the words "based on a lease'. A1

this point, the words in parentheses relate to a hypothetical lease such
as might be found where a willing but riot anxious lessor and lessee
were negotiating at ami's length. In other words, it is a reference to a
compareble lease in the marketplace for similar premises. Where the
draftsperson is later requiring that the valuer be taking no account of
or be taking account of, particular matters

the reference is to the

demised premises, the subject of the rent review. The valuer when
addressing coinparable leases has been required to exclude from such
leases the value of allincentives and allowances but, given that a
hypothetical lease Is still the vehicle for the exercise, that

hypothetical lease, based in part upon coinparable leases from which
the componentforinceniives has been excluded, nonetheless is fixed

rioted that the market would provide examples of rents paid by both
sitting and new tenants butthat since the agreement provided that it
was a notional tenant which was to be used in assessing the rent
which would be obtainable, it would be inappropriate 10 take
incentives into account. His Honour said, at pp. 63, 627
WillIOUitrespassiiig o11 the function of 111e arbitrator, it would seem to me
Ihaithe figure that Ile would arrive at would ignore special discounts 10
new tenants in order 10 attractihem into occupation but would similarly

ignore loadings which might be attached to the rentals payable by an
existintr tenant such as taking into account factors of the expense of a
ino\, e and corresponding inconvenience resulting therefrom
This, Mr Carde said, reflected the reality that once a tenant was
a sillino tenant one would riot ordinarily expect that he would

continue to gain the special benefits which offset his rent at the
outset. A similar concept was said to have been recognised by
Forbes I in the Esio!e P, Diecis Lid case, supra at 165. I confess that
neithei' case seems to me to deal with this topic of the quid pro quo

as clearly and explicitly and, with respect, with such clarity as did
Cooper I in MCCofferiy's case where an identical argument was

presented concerning the inflation factor which was part ofthe quid
pro quo of providing Incentives

It had been submitted that the

value of the incentives would, if subtracted from the rental figure

produce the almost precise quantum of the rental value. His Honour
said, at PI5-16
The submission ignores two fundamentals. The first is that for reasons
expressed by 1.1clnemey I, the lessor may accept a short-rerin CUI in

profitability to generale cash now and to fill a building with a view 10

with some of the features (and riot others) which are particular to

mediuni and long-reini profitability. The second is that it ignores market
torees and the availability of other coinpargble premises at open market

these leased premises, such as goodwilland naming rights.

extract a quid pro quo. Because a valueris looking at open marketrental

The draftsperson has not said, here, that the valuer should "lake

no account of' incentives in looking to coinparable leases and
plainly he or she could have done so, as was done elsewhere in the
clause. On the other hand, the dictionary definition of "exclusive

as "not admitting the existence or presence of(something)" accords
very closely with the proposition advanced by Mr Garde.
Ido not consider the question of the relative difficulty of making
the assessment of rent Of the incentive component of coinparable

leases was required to be identified) to be a significant factor, for
the reasons which I have earlier given. Nor do I consider that the
quid pro quo factor to which Mr Garde referred lends particular

weight to the case of one or other party
As both counsel acknowledged, it is a notorious fact that

competition for securing tenants has been a feature of the property
market in recent years and the offering of inducements to attract

tenants has been particularly prominent. Plainly, the tenants have
been in a strong position to secure advantages if they were to be

rental values the existence of which ichibiithe ability of a lessor to

values the valuer is dealing with a hypothetical willing lessor and a

hypothetical willing lessee of premises with vacant possession. In those
circumstances the valuerwillignore loadings which might be attached to

the rentals payable by an existing tenant because the tenant takes into
account the cost of moving and the inconvenience resulting therefrom.

Similarly, the payinent or provision of incentives are special conditions

or abnormal features relevant to the particular circumsimices of a real
lessor and likewise are to be ignored by the valuer (BHP Co Lad, at
63,627). If any particular coinparable rencolis marked Iy above or halo^
the rentals of compareble premises the valuer will make such adjustment
as the valuer in the exercise of a professional judgment thinks

appropriate. The adjustment is made riot by reference to the quantum of
any incentive paid or given, ifindeed any such incentive has been given,
but simply by reference 10 other compareble open market rental values

where the valuer can identify a lease between a willing lessor and a
willing lessee

It seems to me that the element of a quid pro quo may be a
relevant factor, irisofar as the lessor would be keen to get back to

induced to enter into a lease. From the point of view of the landlord market values without having that rent Igure iscounte y, once

it is probable that efforts would be made torecoup the costs incurred again, having the cost o t e initia incentives eing revisie o

in securing the tenant. However, the effectofthe argument advanced him as afactorreducing the rent. is is a reasona e ypot esis as
by MrMyers would be that the lessorwould be bound into the future
by the lower rental figure which would be obtained if the initial
allowances and incentives were to be a continuing determinant ofthat
rental fixture. As such, the lessor would never return to the market
rate which would have applied had he not had to lower his sights as

to the profits he could initially obtain in rent so as to ensui'e that he

to what the lessor niay have intended that clause 2(c) achieve
However, this cannot be a factor which ICOuld give much weight

As Cooper I pointed out, that may have been the hope but it may
also have been wishful thinking given the advantaged position
which tenants hold in a Inarketplace where business
arcoininodation is in oversupply. h is equally arguable that the
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uid pro quo was satisfied by getting a tenant to remain, at a , even

if aying less rentthan might have been obtained in more buoyant
times. In the end results I do not believe that the ' quid pro quo
factor offers particular support to one or other party.

Inevitably, one is drawn back to the terms of the lease itself.
In my opiiiton one can appropriateIy look at the terms use
elsewhere in the lease than in clause 2(c) to see the different usage of
tenns which the draftsperson has applied. In 2(a) and 2(b)the words
"marketrent" or "annual rent" and "current open marker rental value"
are used and, more significantly, the context suggests that the asi
term is different to the fomierternis. The wincal words in 2(a) are:
... may give written notice to the lessee selling outthe amount w to I e
lessor assesses to be the proper market rent for the demised premises
(having regard to the current open market rental value thereof and to all

matters then relevant to the datenminaiion of such annual rent) and unless
mm the lessee notifies the lessor by notice in writing that the lessee
dis utes such assessment then the annual rent shall be varie
accordingly

In 2(b), which is set out in full earlier in these reasons, the

relevant ternis are used so as 10 draw similar distinctions.
These tenns manifest an understanding that the annual rent or
market rent which may be paid for premises is a different concept

to the rental value that such premises may have in the marketp ace.
The detennination of the rental value is, this suggests 10 me, a

matter riot necessarily discovered by looking at annual renta
figures and the definition clause sets out a mechanism to ena e a

comparative process It\, be undertaken. It is the rental va ue w it

is being sought, not tile combined value of rental and incentives.

Thus the comparative leases are to have excluded from them I at

component that relates to non-rental elements, specifica y, e

value of incentives. If the ternihad read "inclusive of any incentives
..." it is difficult to see what else could be meant but that I e
h otheticallease on which the exercise was to be base in

determining whatrentihe willing but not anxious lessee wou pay,

would be one which included incentives as part of the package. is
interpretation would be consistent with the dictionary usages o
word "exclusive" to mean "excluding, riot comprising
(something)"; "that excludes"; "so as to exclude".
For these reasons I am of the opinion that the interpretation o

clause 2(c) submitted by the applicant is the correct one' In
answering the questions I note that Mr Myers was not able to give

much assistance as to what might be expected of me with regar to
uestion 3. His sugoestion was that it be answered as follows: y
tatin into account such incentives or allowances as reducing or

tending to reduce the current open market rental value . I ave my

doubts whether that offers much practical assistance for the va uer

but in the absence of any other suggestions I will adoptthat phrase.

I agree with Mr Garde that Question I is not well drafted. An
answer "yes" could be interpreted to mean that if a lease provi e

for an annual rent of $500,000 but for partitioning costs to be pai
b the lessor in the sum of $500,000, then the rental value would be
nil. Mr Myers suggested that in that situation the value o e

partitioning would be averaged over the term of the lease so as to

amve at a notional annual figure. Whilsildo riot wish illo be taken

that I am agreeing that this is necessarily the appropriate way in
which the valuer might approach the matter, I simply note I at my

answer is not intended to lead to the "nil' result referred to above
and Inat, given the possible ambiguity of the question, my answer
will have to be read in the context of my reasons for Judgment.
Accordingly, I answer the questions as follows:
"

I. Yes.

*

2. No

3. By taking into account such incentives or allowances as reducing
or tending to reduce the current open marker rental value.
The applicant, having been successful in this case, It seems

,

appropriate that the respondent pay the costs of the application u
I will hear the parties as 10 costs before niaking any order.

Significant Property Developments Affecting Va uers
Collii, tiled ironz page 511
contributions have significant cost

implications for developers, and the State

Government will be encouraging the local
authorities to use alternatives where they
are available

. Appeal and review procedures on

Developers should benefit from the

cheaper and quicker.

decisions will become more accessible,

proposed changes in a number of ways.
. Approval procedures for planning,
buildino, subdivision and onsite sewerage

and water supply will be integrated

Disp"re yesoli, lion

The discussion paper also proposes reforin
to the existing Planning and Environment
Court. The proposals can be summarised
as follows:

- creation of a simple forum to deal with
allland use, planning environment and
building related disputes;

- appointment of judges and non-judicial
assessors to the count

- reform measures 10 limit the excessive
and inefficient use of expert witnesses;

- pre-trial conferences and mediation;

- efficient case management and registry
procedures; and
- greater discretion for the court in
awarding costs

The objectives of these reforms are to
make dispute resolution more accessible,
less costly and to de-formalise the current
rather rigid procedures.

.O THE

HowDOTHEPROPOSALS
AFFECT DEVELOPERS?

VALUER

and administered through a single Act
This will result in a more stream-

lined development assessment process,

improved co-ordination and a greater
deoree of consistency and certainty in the
decision-making process.
Act should allow for
. The new

improved flexibility and creativeness for
both applicants and decision makers in
coming up with proposals which are
suitable for a particular site in planning,
environment and market-driven terms
. By the elimination of state level

approvals, developers will be able to go
"one stop shopping in obtaining
necessary approvals for their site.

It remains 10 be$Gen how much of the

discussion paper makes its way into the
proposed new legislation and whether, in
fact, the new legislation delivers the
benefits which are promised.

With the proposed devolution of much
of the control over planning niatters to
local authorities, it is vital for the State

Government to provide adequate quality
control, assessment and backup to local
authorities (particularly the smaller
authorities without the resources of a

Brisbane City Council or the like) to
ensure that the objectives of consistency,

quality and timeliness are achieved
The author is a portlier in Feez Ruth"ing
Sonciiors and is based in Brisbane. He has

ex!e, ,sive prociicol experience in o11

aspecis of properI), acq"is, tio, , rind

of State

develop, itemr and has acred on Ihep", c/lose

Government infrastructure intentions will

of ,rinjor CBD bunchings and regional
shoppi, ,g cen!, us for overseas und local

. Greater

awareness

help in formulating development
proposals.
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Is Transferable Floor Space Dutiable?
.

Halwood Corporation Limited v. Chi<ICOmmissioner of Stomp Duties
((1994) 33 NSWLR 395, Supreme Court of New South Wales)
Held

Facts

The Halwood Corporation Limited (Halwood) signed an

agreement with Dairies Investinents Ply Ltd for the purchase of
5,574 square metres of transfersble floor space.

The SydneyCityCouncilpublishedtheDevelopmentConti'o1
and Floorspace Ratio Code (1972) which sets outrequirements
and sumdardsfordevelopmentwithinthe City of Sydney but has

no legally binding effect on the Councilor developers. Clause 7

provides for"the sale ortransferofthe development potential of
a site it is desired to preserve, where an owner is so prepared to
do, to an adjacent site, or to another site, within the same

precinct or district", subject to certain restrictions. The Council
keeps a '"Transfersble Floor Space Register'.
Halwood claimed that the agreement did not constitute an

agreement for the sale or conveyance of "property" within the

meaning of section 41 of the Stamp Duties Act and was,
therefore, only liable for $10 duty as a deed. The Chief
Commissioner of Stamp Duties claimed that it was a

conveyance of property and therefore ad valorem duty of
$762,980 was payable.
Halwood subinttted that transferable floor space Is not a

proprietary right; it is merely an expectation of a proprietary
right. They compared that expectancy with that of a person who

hopes or expects to benefit under a will, where assignment of

that "right" is not an assignment of property. The main
argument of the Chief Commissioner was that the right"the

I. The court considered the question of what test to use to

delennine whether a new concept such as "transferable floor

space" was to be regarded as a proprietary right. It followed the
principle in Notional Provincial Bank Lid v. Aimswor!h,
(applied in R v. froheys ex porte Meneling Station Ply Lid
(1982) 158 CLR 327 at 342):

before a right or an interest can be adultied into the category of
property, or of a right affecting property, it must be definable,
identifiable by third parties, capable in its nature of assumption by
third parties, and have some degree of permanence or stability.
,

2.1t was argued that transferable floor space has no

"permanence or stability". The court found that, while there
may be some element of uncertainty as to the degree of
enjoyment of transferable floor space, that does not mean that
iris not a valuable right. A comparison was made with sale of
the goodwill of a business.
3. The court considered Uniting Church in Austinfio Properly
*

Trust(NSW) v. jinmer(N0 145) PlyLtd(1991) 24 NSWLR 510,
a decision of the NSW Court of Appeal in which specific

performance was granted for a contract concerning transferable
floor space. That case expressed the tentative opinion that rights
to transferable floor space were proprietary rights. The court
concluded that as commerce regards transferable floor space as

Issue

a proprietary right, the courts should do the same.
4. The transfersble floorspace was properly and the agreement
was properly assessed for stamp duty.

Was the musferable floorspace "property" and therefore dutiable?

Appeal dismissed.

subject of the deed was a "proprietary right. '

Are Outgoings Rent?

.

,
.
.

I

,

- . ,

The Commissioner of Stole Revenwe v. PI'ice Brent Services Ply Ltd

,

(Supreme Court of Victoria, Appeal Division, 22 Septeniber 1994, N0 423 I of 1993)
"contractual rent". The strict common law meaning of rent

Facts

The National Australia Bank leased two floors of 500 Bouche
Street, Melbourne to a fun of solicitors on a 12-year lease, with

three years rent free. The lease distinguished between "base rent"
and "outgoings". In year4, $325 per square metre was payable in
full satisfaction of the rent and the outgoings; in years 5 and 6,

$360 petsquare metre was payable;in years 7 to 12, the baserent
and the outgoings were payable under different clauses
Outgoings were defined as the "total sum of all outgoings,
costs and expenses properly or reasonably assessed or
assessable, charged or chargeable, paid or payable or otherwise
incurred in respect of the building or the land. ..". The clause
also included 10 specific categories of outgoings, but riot as an
exhaustive list.

The Commissioner assessed stamp duty on both the rent and

outgoings payable. Price Brent objected.
When arguing the case, the parties drew a distinction
between "true rent" in the sinct common law sense and

^
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relates to the payment the tenant must make to the landlord in
return for the use of the land; it is an minnsic part of the

landlord/tenant relationship. Contractual rent deals with other

payments made by the tenant, to the landlord or to a third party,
as part of their contractual arrangement. These payments are
not necessarily a function of the use of the land; rather, they
arise from the contract of which the tenant's use of the land is
only a part.

The distinction is not a well recognised one in common

practice, and modem usage of the word "rent' tends to mean
the contractual rent, of which the strict common law rent is a
part.

The court had 10 determine whether "rent"in paragraph (2)

of Heading Vlllof the Third Schedule to the StompsAc! 1958
meantthe strict common law meaning of"rent" or "contractual
rent". The case was considered on the assumption that"rent" in

Heading Vin meant rent in the sinct common law sense. The
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